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Chapter l

INTRODUCTION

Since the dawn of institutionalized education, educators have had to

wrestle with a changing variety of problems. The employment relationship

between a school board and its teachers and staff has been no exception.

Historically, the outcome of a disagreement between a school board and its

teachers was fairly predictable. The school board held considerable power over

the teachers and exercised it when the need arose. This lopäded power

relationship gave rise to the traditional stereotype of docile teachers and

benevolent school boards. However, the relationship has changed since the

l960's when large numbers of teachers began to join professional associations

(unions) and pushed for collective bargaining.

As with any new method or procedure, the results of collective bargainingl

has produced a mixture of new benefits and problems. Collective bargaining has

more evenly distributed the power relationship between a school board and its

teachers. However, the process has presented a new problem to educators, that

lEducation literature may refer to collective bargaining by the terms
professional negotiations or collective negotiations.

1
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of how to resolve unagreed-upon issues (impasse) between a school board and a

teachers' association.

Currently used impasse resolution procedures for school boards and teacher

associations include: mediation (in which a third party works with both sides to

facilitate agreement), fact-Ending (a third party objectively determines the

negotiation position of both sides and issues a public report of the finding),

arbitration (in which a neutral third party acts as a judge and awards a decision

to the parties at impasse) and the strike (teachers withold services). lin addition

to these, each of the above—mentioned has several procedural Variations

centered on its central theme. Each impasse resolution procedure varies in

effectiveness, cost, and acceptance.

Few people can agree on the elements necessary to constitute an

acceptable procedure for educational impasse resolution. Views Vary from

extreme militance and use of the strike to prohibition of teacher organizations

and negotiations.2 The wide variance found among state impase resolution

statutes reflects the degree of disagreement on the subject.3 while there is

2Joe Fris, "Teachers' Attitudes Toward the Use of Strikes, Mass
Resignations, Arbitration, and So On" (Paper presented at the Second Congress
on Education, Vancouver, June 17-20, 1979), 3-19.

3Education Com mission of the States, Cuebook H, State Education
Collective Bargaining Laws, ed. Doris Ross, (Education Finance Center, 1980);
Education Commission of the States, Charts Update From Cuebook
H,EducationCollective Bargaining Laws, (Education Finance Center, 1984).
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disagreement over current impasse resolution procedures, there is general

agreement that collective bargaining and negotiations will continue to be a part

of the education scene.4

Discontent over impaäe resolution procedures has traditionally been heavily

based on philosophical groundsä; however, more and more discontent in recent

years has been based on Enancial grounds;6 Le., what the outcome costs. The

eralof Reaganomics and tight money has presentedthe public school negotiation

arena with new financial problems. Since California voters approved Proposition

13 in the summer of 1978, the mood of the country has moved steadily toward

Escal conservatism. Seventeen states have adopted either constitutional or

statutory limits on taxation or spending.7 This underlines the necessity for

Ending an agreeable and effective impasse resolution procedure for education

that sat:isEes the philisophical and Enancial objections.

The Referendum Impase Resolution Procedure is a new alternative impasse

resolution procedure for master contract negotiations. The Referendum Impasse

4Thomas Shannon, "School District Collective Bargaining in the l980's,"
Bargaining Laws, 45 (March, 1980), 15-47.

5Robert S. Summers, "Public Sector Collective Bargaining Substantially
Diminishes Democracy," Governmental Union Review, 1 (Winter, 1980), 22.

6David B. Lipsky and John E. Drotning, "The Relations Between Teacher
Salaries and The Use of Impasse Procedures Under New Yorl<'s Taylor Laws:
1968-1972," Journal of Collective Negoüations, 6 (Summer, 1977), 242,

7Richard Bumstead, "One Massachusetts School System Adapts to
Proposition 2 1/2 ," Phi Delta Kappan, 16 (June, 1981), 722,
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Resolution Procedure provides a process by which the public may vote to

determine which party's (school board, teachers, or the fact—finder) posiuon will

become incorporated in the contract or memorandum of understanding.

A Referendum Impasse Procedure was first adopted in the city of

Englewood, Colorado in 1972. Since that ume four addiuonal ciues (San

Francisco, California; Pueblo, Colorado; Aurora, Colorado; and Denver,

Colorado) have adopted a Referendum Impasse Procedure. Each city has a

slightly different procedure; however, all are designed to allow the public to

vote on the unresolved issues between a public employer and public employees.

A referendum procedure has not been used in educauon. However, the

educauon arena may be fertile soil for its use. The referendum impasse

resoluuon procedure stands as an untested alternauve to tradiuonal impasse

resoluuon procedures used in the educauon profession.

}L.“m°..Si

It is the intent of this study to determine the degree of acceptance of a

referendum impasse resoluuon procedure in educauon; and to determine) under

what condiuons such a procedure would be most readily accepted.

The Study

The study is principally a survey research design. Four populauons

(superintendents, school board chairmen, local aäociauon presidents, and locally
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elected political officials) were sampled in four states representing the four

major education labor relations environments (states that prohibit collective

bargaining, states that have no bargaining statutes, states that authorize

bargaining but provide only mediation and/or fact-Ending, and states that

authorized bargaining, mediation, fact—finding, arbitration and/or the strike).

Questionnaires were sent to the sample populations to determine perceptions

relating to the degree of acceptance of the referendum impaße resolution

procedure in education and to determine under what conditions it would be most

readily accepted.

Rationale for the Study

Due to discontent surrounding traditional public sector impaäe resolution

procedures, alternative procedures are worthy of consideration for education

negotiations. The referendum used as an impase resolution procedure could be

used as an alternative procedure in education. However, little is known about

the referendum used as an impasse resolution tool. Since few localities have

adopted the procedure and fewer still have used it, the literature cannot

substantially cite factors which demonstrate its potenti.al usefulneä in the

education profession. This study strives to provide additional knowledge and

insight into the referendum as an alternative impasse procedure. This study is

designed to bridge the gap between the knowledge of the experiences of the

referendum in the public, non—education, sector and the needs and conditions

within education negotiations. The outcome of this study will be a clearer

understanding of the referendum's potential as an alternative impasse resoluüon

procedure in the education profession.



Chapter 2

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

This chapter contains the review of the literature. The literature relating

to the legal base for education bargaining is Erst examined, followed by a

comparison of currently used education impasse resolution procedures. The legal

basis for the referendum is then documented. The historical development of the

referendum in the public sector labor relations is examined. Current referendum

impasse resolution statutes are reviewed, and compared and contrasted. Finally

the referendum procedure is examined in terms of potential use in the education

profession.

The Legal Basis for Education
Collective Bargaining ‘

The study of the potential use of a referendum, used as an impase

resolution procedure in education is tied to teacher negotiation and collective

bargaining. In order to understand the role of the referendum procedure, it is

necessary to understand teacher negotiations and the statutory basis for teacher

6
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bargaining and impasse resolution. In the case of Norwalk Teachers Association

v. Board of Education of City of Norwalk, 1951, Justice Jenr1ings found:

In the absence of prohibitory statutes or regulations, no good
reason appears why public employees should not organize as a
labor union. . .the plaintiff (teacher association) may organize and
bargain Icollectively for the pay and working conditions which it
may be in the power of the board of education to grant.

The specific Constitutional right for teachers to join unions was set forth

in Atkins v. City of Charlottez and AFSCME v. Woodward,3 1969. Teachers'

rights to joi.n unions are granted by the First and Fourteenth Amendments,

which protect their right of association, right of assembly, right to attend

meetings, and the right to expres their views. However, collective bargaini.ng is

not a right, and may or may not occur under statute. If no statute or contrary

court ruling as in the Virginia case of Commonwealth v. Arlingon 4 exists, a

school board may choose to, or not to, bargain.5

Collective bargaining statutes for teachers are the creation of either the

state or the local municipality. The United States Supreme Court found in

National League of Cities v. Useg, 6 1976, that the federal government could

lKern Alexander, School Law (West Publishing Co., 1980) 650-655,

2Atkins v. City of Charlotte, 296 F. Supp. 1068 (1969).

3AFSCME v. Woodward, 406 F. 2d, 137 (1969).

4Commonwealth v. Arlington Countv, 232 S.E. 2d. 30 (1977).

5Chief of Police of Dracut v. Town of Dracut, 258 N.E. 2d. 531 (1970).

6Nat:iona1 League of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833 (1976).
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not impose wage standards on employees of the state and local governments

through the use of the commerce clause. Justice Rehnquist stated, "Congres

may not exercise the power so as to force directly upon the states its choices

as to how essential decisions regarding the conduct of integral governmental

functions are to be
made."7

However, National League of Cities v. Usery was

reversed by Garcia v. San Antonio Metroglitan Transit Authority.8 This

decision specifically stated that the San Antonio Transit Authority must

conform to the federal Fair Labor Standards Act. The majority opinion honored

the notion that the States occupy a special and specific position. The minority

opinion by Justice Powell included, "(the) opinion apparently authorizes federal

control, under the auspices of the Commerce Clause, over the terms and

conditions of employment of all state and local employees". The decision may

have many ramiücations for local schools. This decision may have opened the

way for federal collective bargaining laws.

In order to consider the referendum as an impasse procedure, state statutes

regarding collective bargaining and impase must be examined. State statutes

relating to teacher collective bargaining and impasse vary greatly from those

states which provide collective bargaining statutes, impasse procedures, and use

of the strike, to states which prohibit collective bargainingg (See Figure 1).

7Nationa1 League of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833 (1976).

8Garcia v. San Antonio Metroglitan Transit Authority, the United States
Law week, 53 (February, 19, 1985), 4135 — 4151.

9Education Com mission of the States, Charts Update From Cuebook
II,EducationColl.ective Bargaining Laws, (Education Finance Center, 1984), 1 — 34.
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State Mediation Fact—Ending Arbitration Strike

Alaska x advisory

California x x

Connecticut x x compulsory

Delaware x x prohibited

Florida x x

Hawaii x x voluntary restricted

Idaho x x

Illinois x x restricted

Indiana x x

Iowa x x voluntary

Kansas x x

Maine x x restricted

Maryland x

Masachusetts x x voluntary

Michigan x x

Minnesota x voluntary restricted

Montana x x voluntary restricted

Nebraska x x voluntary

Nevada x x

Figure l

Currentiy Used Impase Resolution Procedures
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State Mediation Fact—Einding Arbitration Strike

New Hampshire x x

New Jersey x x voluntary

New York x x voluntary

North Dakota x x

Ohio x x voluntary restricted

Oklahoma x x

Oregon x x voluntary restricted

Pennsylvani.a x x restricted restricted

Rhode Island x x restricted

South Dakota x x voluntary

Tennessee x x

Vermont x x restricted

Washington x x

Wisconsin x x compulsory restricted

total 33 30 18 9

Education Commision of the States, Charts Update From Cuebook
II,EducationCollective Bargaining Laws, (Education Finance Center, 1984).

Figure 1 (Continued)
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The Comparison of Imäg Resolution ‘

Procedures Used in Education

Today, negotiation is a widespread phenomenon in the education profession.

Demonstration of the monetary benefits of negotiations is difücult to show; 10

however, the fact remains that negotiations, collective bargaining, and

meet-and—confer are widely used and growing practices in the education

professiomll A lingering problem with negotiations for teachers and school

boards is the problem of impasse resolution - what to do when agreement cannot

be reached through negotiations. As education is a state function, the legal

employment relationship between teachers and school boards is defined at the

state level in terms of state code or statutes. The specific question of

negotiation and impasse resolution procedure may also be addressed by the state

in a statutory manner.

Mediation is the most widely used type of impasse resolution procedure in

education, as it is provided for in the statues of thirty-three states,l2 and is

often used in others. Mediation is very compatible with the other procedures

since it can be used as one of the first means of impasse resolution, leaving the

other procedures for use i.f mediation fails. The mediator or conciliator is a

neutral third party who tries to find some common ground on which to renew

l0Thomas A. Brown, "Have Collective Negotiations Increased Teachers'
Salaries? A Comparison of Teachers' Salaries in States with and Without
Collective Bargaining Laws for Public School Personnel, 1961-1971, "Journal of
Collective Negotiations, 4 (winter, 1975), 53-65,

llThomas Shannon, "School District Collective Bargaining in the l980s,"
Education Digest, 45 (March, 1980), 31-33,

l2Education Com mission of the States, op.cit.
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negotiations.]'3 Mediation is a successful]'4 procedure, which is often considered

before other forms of impasse resolution are attempted.

Fact-finding is statutorially the second most widely used type of impase

procedure in education, being used by twenty—six states.]'5 Fact—finding differs

from mediation and conciliation. Mediators and conciliators work on an

interpersonal level to encourage and suggest options and new ideas to renew

negotiations. Fact-finding is more objective in determining the positions of the

union and the school board and facts surrounding the negotiations. The award of

the fact—finder may also include recommendations for resolution of impasse.l6

The fact-finder presents the findings to both sides several days to several

weeks before disclosing the facts publicly. Ideally, it is hoped that the

anticipated pressure from potential public exposure would force a resolution of

the impase. Fact-Ending is generally a succesful procedure.l7

l3Harry A, Becker, "Mechanisms for Resolving Collective Bargaining
Impasse in Public Education," Journal of Collective Negotiations, 5 (Spring,
1976), 321.

l4“Ln the state of Iowa during the 1979 contract year, 370 school systems
came to impasse, 300 used mediation as the impase resolution procedure.

Charles N. Lentz, "Can Compulsory Arbitration Work in Education
Collective Bargaining? A Second Look, "Journal of Law & Education, 9
(January, 1980), 88. ·

l5Educat.ion Commission of the States, op.cit.

l6Becker, op. cit. ‘

l7Benjamin W. Wolkinson and Jack Stieber, "Michigan Fact—Finding
Experience in Public Sector Disputes," The Arbitration Journal 31 (December,
1976), 232.
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The fact-finding procedural experience in Michigan from 1971 to 1972 indicates

that out of 92 fact-finding cases, 64 cases (70%) were successfully resolved.]'8

Fact-Ending and mediation are widely used in the education profesion and both

procedures demonstrated considerable success. These procedures are frequently

tried before other more "finalizing" procedures such as interest arbitration or

the strike.

The strike, long held as a legal union tool for impasse resolution in the

private sector, has been growing in use in the public sector, including in

education.l9 While in the United States the strike has been legal in the private

sector since the 1932 Norris-LaGuardia Act, today only nine states allow

restricted teacher strikes.20 The remaining forty-one states prohibit the strike

by statute or common law.

By virture of the increased use of strikes, it is clear that the strike is

viewed by proponents as an effective and necessary procedure for resolving

l8Benjamin W. Wolkinson and Jack Stieber, "Michigan Fact-Finding
Experience in Public Sector Disputes, "The Arbitration Journal, 31 (December,
1976), 232.

l9A total of 2,249 teachers' stdkes have taken place in the United States
from the 1969-1970 school year to the 1976-1977 school year. The Bureau of
National Affairs, "PSRC Study Says Teacher Bargaining Produced No Pay Gains,
More Strikes," Government Employee Relations Reärt, 855 (March 31, 1980),
17-38.

Estimate of the number of striking teachers for the school years 1982-83,
1983-84 and 1984-85 are 42,667, 45,691 and 56,969. For the same school years
the numbers of districts which expedenced strikes are 58, 73 and 107. Peter W.
Katsirubas, Editor of Government Union Critge, Vienna, Virginia, telephone
interview (May 22, 1985).

20Education Com mission of the States, 1-34.
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impaße. While the strike seems to be increasing in use, it is note worthy that

its popularity among teachers is not always high.2l

When considering the use of the strike in education, one must consider its

historical development. The strike was developed in the private sector as a way

of exerting economic preßure upon business firms to force the union's position.

Force could be brought to bear in real economic terms by withholding labor and

endangering the company's profit potenti.al. In the private sector, management

has an equally forceful economic tool, the lock—out. Management can lock—out

employees, causing economic preßure upon the employees and forcing them to

accept management's position. The impaße resolution procedures of the strike

and the lock—out have evolved within an economic framework in the private

sector. Public sector unions, including teacher unions, have borrowed the

concept of the strike from the private sector. Since school boards are charged

with the responsibility of providing the public service of education, lock-outs

would be contrary to public benefit and would be deemed inappropriate. The

private sector strike exists in "equ;il.ibrium" with the lock—out, with both union

and management having equal economic power. The public sector will generally

not use the lock-out so the strike becomes a one—sided tool. However, its use

2lPatrick W. Carlton and Richard T. Johnson, "when Collective Negotiation
Is Unconstitutional; Vi.rgi.nia Teachers View the Future," Journal of Collective
Negotiations, 8 (January, 1978), 88.

Joe Fris, "Teacher's Attitudes Toward the Use of Strikes, Maß
Resignations, Arbitration, and So On,” Paper presented at the Second Congreßgnlgducation, Vancouver (June 17-20, 1979), ERIC EA 012 038, ED 175 129,
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remains questionable, because the private sector strike is economic in nature. If

teachers strike, there are no economic loses to the school system. In fact,

there may be an economic gain to school systems which experience teacher

strikes since there is no salary expense during the strike. Teacher strikes are

generally not considered economic in nature, except to the striking teachers.

However, public sector strikes do create ”political" pressure for the resolution

of impasses. But the ”political" public sector strike functions contrary to the

governmental rel.ationshi.p of public service. Citizens provide taxes and entrust

public officials to insure public services, such as education. The disruption

caused by a strike is a breach in the democratic proces of delegated

government. The strike ". . . is the very antithesis of democratic self

determination of peop1es."22

No argument against the strike would be complete without the examination

of the strikes' threat to sovereignty. The concept of governmental sovereignty

essentially asserts that, ". . . the government may not be compelled to accept a

position it doesn't want."23 A government can, however, choose to allow

strikes, and, by doing so, voluntarily gives up sovereignty. A strike against a

governmental body (school board) which has not voluntarily given up

sovereignty, is indeed a violation against the sovereign state.
‘

22Robert S. Summers, "Public Sector Collective Bargaining Substantially
Diminishes Democracy," Government Union Review, 1 (winter, 1980), 22.

23Fel.ix A. Nigro, Management—Emp1oyee Relations in the Public Sector
(Chicago: Public Personnel Association, 1969), 26.
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In education, the strike not only has an impact upon school boards,

teachers, and citizens, but it also has an impact upon the educational process

and students. H; is difficult to measure the impact upon the educational process,

but morale and interpersonal relationships are certainly affected.24 Ironically,

the strike adversely affects the very process that educators are professionally

trained to nurture. It is com mon knowledge that a house divided cannot stand.

This statement certainly applies to the educational proces as (well.

The withholding of public services (strike) by teachers is illegal in all but

nine states. In light of the law, the argument against strikes may be academic.

However, some states such as Michigan have interpreted the law in such a way

as to provide little deterrent against stri.kes and, consequently, strikes exist.25

Strikes are part of the public sector negotiations scene, with or without

statutory sanctions.

Interest arbitration is on the increase in the äeld of education.26 Currently

two states provide for compulsory interest arbitration, while ten states provide

for voluntary arbitration, Three states provide for restricted arbitration and one

24Harry
A. Becker, "Mechanisms for Resolving Collective Bargaining

Impame in Public Education,"Journal of Collective Negotiations, 5 (Spring,
1976), 328.

25Public Service Research Council, "Transcript of Panel Discussion of
Päiblic Sector Impa$e,"Public Service Research Council, Vienna, Virginia (1980),

26National Education Association, "Interest Arbitration: Disliked, But on the
Increase, "Education, U.S.A., 23 (January 26, 1981), 169.
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state provides for advisory arbitration. However, one state prohibits the use of

arbitration.27 Interest arbitration is the act of an arbiter making a final,

binding decision (unles the decision is advisory) regarding an impase in

negotiations.28 Interest arbitration has several procedural Variations from its

central theme. Conventional interest arbitration allows the arbiter great

latitude in determining the award as he feels is necesary and just, regarding

the impase. The arbiter has the power to award a decision greater than, the

same as, or les than, either party's last negotiated, final offer. Final offer,

isue-by—isue, is another Variation of interest arbitration. The arbiter does not

have as much decision-making Latitude with final offer, isue-by—isue. The

arbiter must decide on one party's last, negotiated offer for each isue. Another

Variation is final offer, total package, which requires the arbiter to select the

last offer of one party or the other.

Interest arbitration offers the public labor relations arena several positive

benefits. Interest arbitration provides a greater degree of finality than either

mediation or fact—finding. Ideally, it would also resolve impases without

disruption, Le., slow—downs, walkouts, working to the contract, or strikes.

In some cases, interest arbitration may be responsible for reducing the

frequency of strikes by resolving an impase before it reaches the point where a

2-/Education Com mission for the States, op.cit.

28Becker, op.cit., 322.
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strike is considered. In a study of Michigan public school employer leaders and

employee leaders, both parties acknowledged that voluntary interest arbitration

is effective.29 While interest arbitration is sometimes effective at resolving

impasses without conflict or strikes, it does not guarantee that a strike will not

occur.3O Even though interest arbitration doesn't resolve all impases, it can be

effective (see Figure 1). p

Arbitration is an alternative to the strike and has been effectively used in

some areas; however, the problems with interest arbitration are numerous.3l

Both teachers and school boards agree that the best contract is a negotiated

contract.32 Currently, teacher unions favor arbitration to a greater degree than

school boards.33 Arbitration has generally been good for teacher unions in

obtaining their demands. The Rhode Island NEA credits binding arbitration for

29Robert Richards, "Public School Employer and Employee Leaders'
Attitudes Toward Contract Dispute Resolution Devices" (Ann Arbor: University
Microfilm, 1978).

30Steven L Riley, "Mediation—Arbitration; The Wisconsin Experience," Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the National School Boards Association
(39th, Miami Beach, Florida, April 21-24, 1979).

3lSteven B. Rynecki, "Can Compulsory Arbitration Work in Education
Collective Bargaining? A Second Look, "Journal of Law and Education, 9
(January, 1980), 101.

32David B. Lipsky and John E. Drotning, "The Relations Between Teacher
Salaries and the Use of Impasse Procedures Under New York's Taylor Laws;
1968-1972, "Journal of Collective Negotiations, 6 (Summer, 1977), 229.

33Nationa1 Education Aäociation, 169.
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getting the "best" contract in the state.34 School Boards, on the other hand,

are often dissatisüed with interest arbitration, as the arbiter may not have or

have demonstrated an adequate appreciation of local economic and political

conditions.35 Once the arbiter renders an award, he leaves and the school board

is left to try to live with the political and economic hardship which may result

from an "unreasonab1e" award.

The "ripple effect"36 is frequently at work in an environment of interest

arbitration; that is, once an arbiter awards an unusually high contract (normally

to the union), that contract becomes a new benchmark that all other unions and

arbiters may look to in subsequent cases. The ripple effect has a bui1t—in

inflationary bias that does not take into account local economic conditions.39

Arbitration may result in a "chilling"38, or "narcotic"39, effect upon

negotiations. If one of the negotiating parties perceives that more may be

34National Education Association, "Interest Arbitration: Disliked, But on the
Increase," Education U.S.A., 23 (January 26, 1981), 169.

35Dan McCubbin, "Alternative Impasse Resolution Procedures for Education
Bargaining," Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National School
Board Association (Miami Beach, Florida, April 21-24, 1979). ERIC ED 173 973,
EA 011 914.

3611>1a.
3*/Rynecki, op. cit., 95.

38Michae1 J. Arnold, "The Case Against Compulsory Interest Arbitration,"
League of California Cities, manuscript copy, 36,

39Hoyt N. Wheeler, "Compulsory Arbitration: A 'Narcotic Effect,'" Industial
Relations, 14 (February, 1975), 117-120.
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obtained from the use of arbitration, instead of bargaining, the negotiations may

become "chilled" and end in impase solely to use arbitration. Or, if the

negotiating parties have used arbitration before and it is perceived as a safe

procedure, then the parties develop a habit or narcotic effect for arbitration.

An extreme case of chilling would be the use of arbitration in New Zealand.40

Arbitration has chilled negotiations to such a point in New Zealand as to have

created a near automatic arbitration procedure for developing contracts. The

greatest chilling effect is felt from conventional interest arbitratior1.4l The

greater the potenti.al los there is to either party (final offer, total package),

the les of a chilling effect there is upon negotiations.42 However, ünal offer

total package forces the arbiter to select one position from two positions where

both may contain favorable and unfavorable items.43 The arbiter is again

awarding a settlement which may not have any relationship to the fiscal

capacity of the locality. Other impases may be strategies to try to "get more"

from the next step in the impase procedure.44 There is evidence that the use

of arbitration sticategy of creating impase produces more costly settlements.45

40Arthur Tyndall, "The New Zealand System of Industrial Conciliation and
Arbitration, "International Labour Review, 82 (August l960), l38—l62.

4lRynecki, op. cit., 9l.

42Ibid., 85.

43McCubbin, op. cit., ll.

44Michael J. Arnold, "The Case Against Compulsory Interest Arbitration,"
League of California Cities, 238-239.

451116.
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The nature of the profession of arbitratzion also contributes to the problems

of arbitration. An arbiter receives payment for rendered services, and, being

human, most arbiters probably wish to remain employed, As arbiters are usually

selected by a combined decision from the employer and the union, their awards

may seek not to offend either party, regardles of justification. In other words,

in order to remain employed, the arbiter's awards cannot consistently benefit

either unions or school boards. Therefore, arbiters have a tendency to split the

awards down the middle, giving rise to the splittzing-the—difference syndrome.46

Splitting the award does not give adequate consideration to local conditions,

fiscal capacity, or the true nature of the negotiation. Splittj.ng—the-difference

can be inflationary and can establish a climate where the most extreme position

may be the most beneficial.

Perhaps the greatest problem with interest arbitration is the nature of the

arbitration process. The arbiter, a third party to the negotiations, does not

represent, nor is he accountable to, the school district where the award wiJl

take place. Philosophically, it is debatable whether an unaccountable third party

should have the right to intervene in an impasse and to determine the outcome.

However, in some cases the legality of the question is clearer. Usually, the legal

question stems from the state code's expreäed delegation of authority to a

school board. Does an arbiter legally have the authority to make decisions which

are deemed by state code to be made at the school board level? At least üve

state or local courts have decided that interest arbitration is an undue

46 James L. Stern et al., E‘ina1—Offer Arbitration (Lexington: D.C. Heath &
Company, 1975), 184.
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delegation of authority: Berlin v. Santaguida, l978;47 Salt Lake City v.

International Association of Firefighters, 1977;/48 Greeley Police Union v. City

Council of Greeley, 1976;49 Dearborn Firefighters Union Local No. 412 v. City

of Dearborn, 1975;50 and City of Sioux Falls v. Sioux Falls Firefighters, 1975.5l

However, several courts have also upheld the use of interest arbitration.

The Legality of the Referendum as an
Impasse Resolution Procedure

In order to understand the referendum as an impase resolution procedure,

first consideration must be given to the legal basis of the general referendum

process. The legal origin of the referendum in the United States is tangled in

the debates of the founding fathers of our country over the question of direct

versus representative democracy. The United States was established as a

republic with a representative government, and is not a direct democracy. At

the Federal Convention of 1787, Alexander Hamilton delivered a speech which

4-/Berlin v. Santaguida, 276 N.W. 2d 42 (1978).

48Salt Lake City v. International Association of Firefighters, 563 2d. 786
(1977).

49Gree.1ey Police Union v. City Council of Greeley, 553 P. 2d. 790 (1976).

50Dearborn Firefighters Union Local No. 412 v. City of Dearborn, 201 N. W.
2d. 650 (1975).

5lCity of Sioux Falls v. Sioux Falls Firefighters, 234 N.W. 2d. 35 (1975),
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included the following statement: "We are now forming a republican government.

Real liberty is neither found in despotism or the extremes of democrary, but in

moderate government."52 The first forms of litigation against the referendum

challenged its constitutionality on the grounds that it was a violation of the

republican guarantee clause, Article IV, section 4. The republican guarantee

clause states: "The United States shall guarantee to every state in the Union a

republican form of government,. .
."53 In the 1847 case of Rice v. Foster54 the

republican guarantee clause was upheld by the Delaware Supreme Court. The

court ruling declared unconstitutional a referendum which would decide as to

whether liquor would be sold in specific counties. The isue was raised again in

1903 in the Oregon Supreme Court in the case of Kadderly v. City of Portland.

The court decided that, "the initiative and referendum amendments do not

abolish or destroy the republican form of government, or substitute another in

its place."55 The United States Supreme Court heard the 1912 case of the

Pacific State Telephone and Telgraph Co. v. Oregon56 in which the company

argued that a tax increase granted by virtue of an initiative was

unconstitutional, as it was a form of direct legislation and violated the

52Marc Slonim and James H. Lowe, "Judici.al Review of Laws Enacted by
Popular Vote," Washington Law Review, 55 (Winter, 1979), 189.

53u.s.
Constitution, Article IV, sec. 4.

54Slonim and Lowe, 192.

551b1a., 179.
561196. I
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republican guarantee clause. The court found that the tax was appropriate.

Since the 1903 case of Kadderly v. City of Portland, the courts have generally

rejected the argument that the referendum is a- violation of the Constitution

under the republican guarantee clause.

Having survived the Constitutional question of the republican guarantee

clause, referenda were then Constitutionally challenged on the basis that they

violate the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The due proces

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment has been the focus of questions relating to

the use of referenda for the establishment of zoning ordinances. In the cases of

Eubank v. City of Richmond, 191257 and Washington ex. rel. Seattle Title Trust

Co. v. Roberge, 192858 the United States Supreme Court decided that zoning

referenda which gave zoning decisions to the voters violated the due process

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. However, recent decisions have been

reversed. In a zoning case, City of Eastlake v. Forest City, 1976, 59
the

plaintiff, Forest City Enterprises, Inc., focused on the idea that the zoning

referendum was a standardless delegation of the 1egis1ature's power. The United

States Supreme Court found in favor of the defendants. Chief Justice Burger

stated i.n the majorityopinion:57Marc

Slonim and James H. Lowe, "Judicial Review of Laws Enacted by
Popular Vote," Washington Law Review, 55 (winter, 1979), 197,

58Washingon ex. rel. Seattle Title Trust Co. v. Roberge, 278 U.S. 116
(1928).

59City of Eastlake v. Forest City Entegrises, Inc., 425 U.S. 668 (1976).
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The conclusion that Eastlake's procedure (referendum)
violates federal constitutional guarantees rests upon the
proposition that a zoning referendum involves a delegation of
legislative power. A referendum cannot, however, be characterized
as a delegation of power. Under our Constitutional asumptions, all
power derives from the people, who can delegate it to the
representative which they can reserve to themselves the power to
deal directly vgöh matters which might otherwise be assigned to
the legislature. -

The court also cited Justice Black as saying, ". . , the referendum proceä

does not, in itsel.f, violate the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
,,61

Today, referenda are not ih question as to their Federal constitutionality;

however, the courts have found limits for their use. The United States Supreme

Court found in Hunter v. Erickson in 1969 that Akron's City Charter violated

the Fourteenth Amendment. The charter prohibited, ". . . the city council from

implementing any ordinance dealing with racial, religious, or ancestral

discrimination in housing without approval of the majority of the voters of

Akron.”62 The court held that the resulm of such a referendum could violate

the Fourteenth Amendment by creating discrimination in housing. A similar case

of a referendum violating the Fourteenth Amendment was heard by the United

States Supreme Court, in James v. Va1tierra,63 1971; the court cited Hunter. In

eäence, with regard to the Federal Constitution, a referendum is constitutional

60City
of Eastlake v. Forest City Enterprises, Inc., 425 U.S. 688 (1976). _

6lJames v. Valtierra, 402 U.S. 141 (191).

62Hunter v. Erickson, 393 U.S. 385 (1969).

63James v. Valtierra, 402 U.S. 141 (1971).
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as long as it does not deny any person equal protection under the law. As was

stated in the case of Lucas v. Forty Fourth General Assembly, 1964, "A

citizen's constitutional rights can hardly be infringed simply because a majority

of the people choose that to be."64

It is clear that the direct democracy process of the referendum does not, in

itself, violate the Federal Constitution, as long as its results do not violate

anyone's constitutional rights.

While the referendum process passes the Federal Constitutional tests, each

state has its own unique constitutional, statutory, or common law requirements

or regulations for referenda. "The procedures governing initiatives and

referendum may be established in state constitutions, statutes or local

example, the space of Ohio's Constitution, Article 2, section

lf, reads:

The initiative and referendum powers are hereby reserved to
the people of each municipality on all questions which such
municipalities· may now nor 6%ereafter be authorized by law to
control by legislative action.

In other words, all legislative functions of the municipality may be subject to a

referendum. Ohio's liberal constitutional statement of referenda contrasw with

64Lucas v. Forty Fourth General Assembly, 377 U.S. 713 (1964).

65David James Jordan, "Constitutional Constraints of Initiative and
Referendum," Vanderbilt Law Review, 32 (October, 1977), 1144.

66Ohio Constitution, Article 2, section lf.
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- Virginia's narrow and specific usage of referenda found in its State Code, ". . .

asking that a referendum be held on any question upon which a referendum is

provided for by any applicable statute. . ."

Historical Development of the Referendum
Im Resolution Procedure

The use of the referendum in public sector labor relations isn't new or an

isolated concept. For example, the referendum has been used widely in the state

of Texas for the past forty-five years. Texas has experienced fifty—one

different referenda for public sector employees. The reasons for the use of the

referenda have included disputes about working hours, establishment of civil

service policies, fire and police pay raise, fire pay raise, and parity.68 The

results of the Texas referenda are shown on the following page.

Other states have also used the referendum as a means of determining

working conditions, pay, and policies for public employees. For example, the

city of North Bay Village, Florida pased a 1974 referendum which increased

city tax millage to provide a pay increase for police.69 The referendum has

been promoted by the International Association of Fire Fighters as a way to try

67c¤66 or ‘ (1950), Tine 15, 1-695.
68B.

Helburn and J.L. Matthews, "The Referendum as an Alternative to
Bargaining, "Journal of Collective Negotiations," 9 (Spring, 1980), 99.

69Joseph H. weil, "Best Last Offer, Referendum a ViableAlternative,"Florida
Bar Journal, 50 (October, 1976), 486.
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Table l

Uses of the Referendum

Sue Paäed Defeated Percent Pased

Hours 2 l 66.7

Civil Service l0 3 76.9

Fire and Police Pay Raise l4 55 73.7

Fire Pay Raisé 4 l 80.0

Pay Parity l0 l3 43.4

source: B. Helburn and J. L. Matthews, "The Referendum as an Alternative to
Bargaining, "Journal of Collective Negotiations, 9 (Spring, l980), 99,
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to achieve parity between police and fire departments. The International

Aäociation of Fire Fighters has sponsored referenda in Tucson, Arizona in

1967; Sagniaw, Michigan; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and San Diego,

California.70

The use of the referendum in public sector labor relations is not a new

phenomenon. The referendum has also been used for various other applications

in public employment: amend union charters, ratify contracts, resolve

impases,-/1 establish parity relationships, establish personnel policies, and

amend, establish, or abolish negotiation statutes. All of these types and uses of

referenda can affect public sector labor relations. The single application of the
u

referendum which will be focused on in this study is the referendum impasse

resolution procedure.

The early history and the original creator of the referendum impaäe

resolution procedure is unclear. The first true referendum impaäe procedure

was enacted as an ordinance in 1972 by the city of Englewood, Colorado.,/2

However, the earliest citings in the literature concerning the referendum

70Paul Saenz and Richard L. Cole, "Vox Populi; Proposition 301 and the
Election of 1961 in Tucson, Arizona, "The Rocky Mountain Social Science
Journal, 8 (1971), 108.

7lWilliam D. Katz, "Public Referendum and Public Employee Collective
Bargaining: Are They Compatible?" Journal of Collective Negotiations, 8
(Spring, 1979), 184.

72Englewood, Colorado. Home Rule Charter, City of Englewood (1972.)
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impasse procedure and Resolving by Public Referendum, by Sam

Zagoria, May 197373; Public Sector Strii<e—Preventi.on; Let the Taxpayers

lg_, by J. H. Foegen, 197474; and "Best Last Offer" Referendum-A Viable

Alternative, by Joseph H. Weil, 1976.75 The Englewood referendum impasse

plan, being the first plan of the sort, provides a model and a starting point for

the examination of the procedure.

Englewood, a city adjoining Denver, Colorado, adopted the procedure on

November 7, 1972. The ordinance states that, if the appropriate city officials

and the representatives of a certified public employee union reach impasse, the

matter is to be sent to the Board of Career Service Com miäioners for

fact—ünding and mediation. The Board of Career Service Com miäioners consists

of üve members; two members are selected by council, two members selected by

a vote of public employees, and a final member selected by a majority vote of

the first four members. The members of the commiäion can serve no other

public appointment or position while serving on the com mission. The commission

is empowered to appoint mediators and/or fact-finders to assist the parties at

impasse. Thirty days after the impasse is initially referred to the commission,

73Sam Zagoria, "Resolving Impase by Public Referendum," Monthly Labor
Review 96 (May, 1973), 36-38.

74J. H. Foegen, "Public Sector StriJ<e—Prevention: Let The Taxpayers
Decide," Joumal of Collect:ive Negotiations, 3 (Summer, 1974), 221-225.

75w65i, 486.
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the commission is required to submit its ündings and recommendations to the

city and the union. If the commission has not established agreement between the

parties at impasse thirty days after the submission of the com mi$ion's finding

and recommendations, City Council is then formally notified that the impasse

persists. If the impasse is not resolved thirty days after the council is notified,

then a special election is held. The ballot _xlu_;s_t have a proposal by the

com miäion, and it may also have the proposals of the union and/or the city if

the respective party(s) desire. The proposal receiving the most votes wins and

becomes contract. The city pays for the cost of the election; however, the cost

accrued by the com mimion, or com misioners, is borne equally by the city and

union involved. Ninety days is allowed for the referendum process, but in reality

more time may be required. The ordinance has no retroactive clause; the

contract is awarded after the referendum (see Appendix A).

Since the adoption of the Englewood plan, four additional cities have

adopted similar ordinances: San Francisco, California; Pueblo, Colorado; Aurora,

Colorado; and Denver, Colorado. However, each procedure varies and merits

additional explanation.

The San Francisco referendum procedure, approved November, 1976,

requires the Board of supervisors to develop a schedule of currently paid

76Englewood, Colorado. Home Rule Charter, City of Engewood (1972).
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compensation if an impaée exists on or after March 15 after a December 31

contract expiration. If the impasse is not resolved by April 1, the Board of

Supervisors must then develop a schedule of compensation for the last best

offer of the union and begin the process of placing the city's and union's last

best offers on a ball0t._ The last best offers and the total cost of each offer to

the taxpayers are placed on the ballot as well. There no middle ground or

choice of compromises on which to vote, A special election may be held if there

are sufficient city funds available, but in a period of "tight money" the next

general election is used. The approved position becomes the memorandum of

understanding and is retroactive to April 1 (see Appendix B),

The San Francisco referendum does not encourage mediation or fact-finding.

The referendum is the main resolution instrument. The San Francisco plan,

unlike all other referenda ordinances, calls for the costing-out and the pricing

of each final offer.-/7

The San Francisco experience with the referendum was the Erst true

application of the referendum at impaäe resolution. The referendum impase

procedure, named the Feinstein Amendment, or Propositon "O", was passed by a

60 percent margin in 1976 as a citizens' reaction to a 1975 police stxike. On

the same ballot with Propositon "O" was Proposition "B", which required the

firing of any non-uniformed public employee who took part in a strike.

Proposition "O" provides a time frame by which, if impase is not resolved, the

T/Public Service Research Council, "Transcript of panel discussion of public

slegggrl resolution," Public Service Research Council, Vienna, Virginia
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last best offer of the city and the last best offer of the union, along with the

costs of additional revenue needed for each, are placed on a ballot for a public

vote, The San Francisco referendum procedure was born as a reaction to a
'

crigppling police strike and in the spirit of the infamous California Proposition

13 tax revolt. The referendum was used twice in San Francisco in the general

elections of 1977 and 1978. In the general election of 1977, three unions were

at impasse with the city and the referendum procedure was used. All three

unions - electricians, plumbers, and sheet metal workers — lost. The highest

share of votes received by a union was 20 percent. In the general election of

1978, eight unions were at impasse with the city. Again, all unions lost; this

time the highest pro-union share was 33 percent. The San Francisco referendum

has not been used since the general election in 1978. Due to the mood of the

citizenry, the unions have settled impaxses rather than using the referendum.78

Pueblo, Colorado adopted a referendum ordinance on November 8, 1977, and

amended it on November 4, 1980. The ordinance requires certified unions and

the city to reach agreements on contracts i.n no more than thirty-five days, or

any unresolved i$ues will be presented to advisory arbitration. The American

Arbitration Association is contacted and asked to submit the names of seven

arbitrators to the union and city. The city and union each remove names from

the list until a final name is selected, The entire process of requesting a list of

arbitrators and notifying the AAA of the selection cannot exceed thirty days.

The arbitrator calls a hearing no less than ten days and no more than

781->ublic Service Research Council, loc. cit.
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twenty—one days after the beginning of arbitration. The hearing cannot exceed

thirty days. The written conclusions of the arbitrator must be provided ten days

after the hearing. The costs of arbitration are borne by the city if the impasse

is resolved. If an impase persists, the costs of arbitration are paid by the

party(s) who are unwilling to accept the arbitration awards. If resolution is not

arrived at twenty days after the disclosure of the arbitration award, the last

offers of the city and union are placed on a ballot for a special election within

not less than thirty and not more than ninety days. If either party accepted the

arbitration award, then that award becomes the accepting party's last offer.

The results of the election become the contract. A11 contracts go into effect on

January 1 of the year after contract expiration.

The Pueblo referendum process takes at least ninety days; however, the

results are retroactive. The ordinance does not require placing the cost of the

proposals on the ballot as does the San Francisco procedure. The Pueblo

ordinance differs from the Englewood plan in that the Englewood Plan requires

the Ending of the Commission on the ballot, while the Pueblo ordinance lists

the results of the arbitrator on the ballot only if one party accepted the award.

The Englewood Plan may call for mediation while Pueblo's does not. The Pueblo

ordinance calls for arbitration only of the unresolved issues, as opposed to the

Englewood Com mission, which examines the total package79 (see Appendix C).

79Pueblo, Colorado. Charter, City of Pueblo (1977).
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The Aurora, Colorado impasse resolution procedure, adopted in 1978 is

almost identical to the Pueblo ordinance, except that the Aurora ordinance calls

for the sharing of the cost of the fact—finder between the city and union. The

Aurora ordinance places the cost of the special election upon the party(s) who

do not accept the fact-finders's recommendations, and it also requires the

fact—finder's findings on the ballot:80 (see Appendix D).

The city and county of Denver, Colorado is the latest community to

introduce the referendum impasse procedure into the public labor relations

arena. Denver's ordinance, approved on May 15, 1979, applies only to city and

county Ere fighters. The Denver ordinance is very similar to the Aurora

ordi.nance. However, the Denver ordinance contains slightly different time

schedules for various procedural steps and requires the city to pay two-thirds of

the cost of advisory fact—finding which the union pays the remaining one—third8l

(see Appendix E).

Although Denver is a newcomer to the referendum procedure it is only the

second city actually to use the procedure. It is also the first location where a

union has won by using the procedure.82

80Aurora, Colorado. Home Rule Charter, City of Aurora (1978).

8lDenver, Colorado. Charter of the City and County of Denver (1979).

82"Denver Fire Fighters Win Public Vote on Keeping 48-hour Work week,"
Government Employee Relations Regrt, 928 (September 7, 1981), 27-28.
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In March of 1981 Denver started negotiating with the city and county fire

fighters through the International Association of FZÜIG Fighters (IAFF). On May

15 and 16, the fire fighters rejected a city proposal, impasse was reached, and

a fact-finder was requested. On June 18, the fact—finder's recommendations

were presented and were primarily in favor of the city's position. The only

remaining statutory recourse for the fire äghters was the referendum

procedure. The referendum procedure was then initiated. The referendum ballot

presented two positions: the city's - a 56-hour work week and a 12.6 percent

pay increase; and the union's - a 48-hour work week and a 12.4 percent pay

increase. On August 25, 1981, the Denver fire üghters won public approval for

their position by a slim 100-vote margin. However, the referendum procedure

requires the party(s) who initiates the referendum procedure to pay the cost of

the sgcial election. The August election cost the IAFF Local 858, $160,000.

The Denver referendum experience shows that unions can benefit from the

procedure and contrasts with the decisive union defeats in San Francisco.

While the five local referendum impasse procedures studies here are

basically simil.ar, there are many procedural differences (see Figure 2), For

example, the Englewood plan encourages mediation and fact—finding and the use

of the Board of Career Service Com misioners to oversee the fairnes of the

process, while the Pueblo, Aurora, and Denver plans do not use mediation.

Instead, they use advisory arbitration or fact—Einding. The San Francisco plan

may be the least desirable of the five plans. San Francisco does not encourage

any impaße resolution procedure other than the referendum. San Francisco also

places the cost of each proposal on the ballot, which may be a good practice.

However, the costing-out of each proposal is certainly in the city's favor.
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'§ o o o o3 2 E ~2 22 2 222 22 22 22 2223 äo 23 23 23
Mediation Yes

Fact-finding Yes Yes Yes

Advisory arbiuation Yes

City pays for fact—finders Yes

City and union share cost of fact—finder Yes Yes*

Party(s) which reject arbiter's award
pays his fees Yes

Ad hoc impase commiuzee Yä

Cityandunionsharecostofthead
hoc impase committee Yes

City pays for mediator Yes

Ad hoc imose committee prepares
ballot proposals Yes

Fact-finder or arbiter prepares
ballot proposals - Yes Yes Yes

City government prepares ballot '

proposals Yes

Cost to taxpayer for each proposal
is also on bal].ot Yes

Ballot must include ad hoc committee
or fact—finder proposal Yä Yes

Figure 2

Comparison of Currently Used Referedum
Impase Resolution Procedures
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— ä
~ ~ ~ri
ä ä äSo ää go go go

Only unresolved isues are placed on
the ballot Yes Yes Yes

Special election Yes Yes# Yes Yä Yes

General election Yes#

Non—accepting party(s) pay for election Yes Yes

City pays for election Ya Yes Yes

Election results are effective ·
retxoactive Yes Yes Yes Yes

Election results are effective at the _
end of the elecüon Yes

Number of times used 0 ll 0 0 l

Note:

* City pays two—thi.rc'is, union pays one—third.

# Depending upon budget restraints.

Figure 2 (Continued)
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The Referendum as an Im Resolution
Procedure for Education

The referendum impasse procedure oüers potential solutions as an

alternative impasse procedure for the education profession. ° However, the

referendum is not without its problems or potential problems. Empirical studies

and reliable comparisons of the effect of the use of the referendum impasse

procedure have not been conducted largely due to the absence of frequent use.

The referendum procedure has been enacted by five cities, but it has only been

used in San Francisco and Denver.

The action of placing the cost on the ballot, along with final offers,

certainly has an effect on the voting public. The person or group responsible for

determining the cost of each offer has a great amount of power to inüuence

the voters by providing either liberal or conservative cost estimates. Currently,

only the city of San Francisco places the cost of each position on the ballot.

However, there is value in placing the cost on the ballot, It immediately gives

voters the ability to analyze the proposals financially. The problem lies in the

fact that there are many ways to finance an increased expense, only one of

which is an increase in tax rate. Politically devious officials can manipulate the

costing-out of each proposal if adequate monitoring procedures are not

provided. If costs are to be placed on the ballot, a fair means of cost analysis

will have to be developed to satisfy governing bodies, school boards, unions, and

citizens.

The referendum is also a time—consuming procedure. The procedural

schedule and an adequate campaign time make the referendum procedure more

time-consuming than other impasse resolution procedures. Even if the result is

retroactive, the problem of time span still remains.
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In order for unions to take advantage of the referendum impasse procedure,

they will need to become more political. Campaigns to promote their interests

and develop support for their positions will need to be sharpened. While local

union officials may not be comfortable with politics, city councils and school

boards are at home in a political environment. Consideration also must be given

to states and localities which have "little Hatch Acts" which prohibit political

involvement by public employees.

Teachers would probably End the referendum a fair and manageable impame

procedure. Having had a history of political activism,83 teachers have actively

campaigned for bond issues and candidates and have lobbied for laws at local,

state, and federal levels. Educators deal with a very important part of the

community, the children; thus, the community interest in the value of education

would probably be an advantage for educators over other public employees. The

intellectual level and political finesse of educators make them likely candidates

to benüt from the referendum impase procedure.

The referendum is a public action that can resolve impaäes in the public

sector concerning public services. The referendum procedure does not interfere

with the established and succesful impaäe procedures of mediation and

fact—finding, and it can replace the use of interest arbitration and the strike in

the education profession.

83Albert Shanker, "Education and Politics: Emerging Alliance, "Educational
Leadersgg, 34 (November, 1976), 137,
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In order to investigate the legal fit of an impasse procedure for education,

New York statutes were examined. The state of New York's collective

bargaining statute, the Taylor Law, was enacted in the mid-sixties. The Taylor

Law provides for the negotiation of impase procedure, allows mediation,

fact-finding, and voluntary arbitration; however, strikes are expreäly forbidden.

The ultimate decision-making power is invested in the legislative body of the

government involved. Each municipality is encouraged to develop its own

impase procedures by the negotiation of the procedures with the unions.

Section 2l2(l) goes on to provide a state Public Employee Relations Board

(PERB), whose duty is to certify that the local procedures are "substantially

equivalent" to the state impase procedures. However, PERB has never filed an

injunction against a local procedure.84 According to Doyle v. City of Troy,85

salary for police and fire cannot be placed in parity by city council, it must be

negotiated. It seems that the Taylor Law will allow nothing to replace

negotiation until negotiation has truly reached impase. The New York courts

would probably find an impase referendum acceptable only after negotiations

are truly at an impasse. However, a referendum for parity woul.d violate the

Taylor Law. One argument used against the referendum as an impasse procedure

is that it removes the authority from a governmental body which is responsible

84Willi.am D. Katz, "Public Referendum and Public Employee Collective
Bargaining—Are They Compatib1e?" Journal of Collective Negotiations, 8 (Spring,
1979), 183-195.

85Doy1e v. City of Troy, 380 N.Y.S. 2d. 789 (1976).
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for the authority according to state code. Some states have determined that

authority given to a governmental body by state code may not be delegated.

However, New York allows for voluntary binding arbitration which, in a real

sense, removes the decision-making authority from the governmental body. It

seems likely that the state of New York would have no problem allowing the

voters the decision-making authority in place of an arbiter. New York has a

liberal constitutional statement regarding the referendum. "No law shall be
”

passed abridging the rights of the people. . .to petition the government, or any

department thereof; . . . and the legislature shall pass appropriate laws to

prevent offenses against any of the provision of this section."86 New York

further provides that, "The town board, upon its own motion, may cause to be

submitted for approval of the electors any act or resolution of such board

against which a petition could be filed. , ."85 A combination of a liberal usage

of the referenda and the provisions of the Taylor Law, which provide for the

negotiation and the development of an impasse procedure on the local level,

makes New York a legally likely state for the acceptance of the referendum

impame procedure.

Considering the referendum as an impasse procedure in the state of Virginia

is, to a degree, academic, in that collective bargaining is not legally permissible

in accordance with the l977 case of the Commonwealth v. Arlingon County.88

86New York Constitution, Article I, sec. 9.

87New York Town Law, Article 7, sec. 94.

88Commonwealth v. Arlinäon County, 232 S.E. 2d. 20 (1977).
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However, informal meet-and—confer does occur in Virginia, and the referendum

could be used to resolve impases in meet-and—confer, as it has been used in San

Francisco. In the case of Howard v. School Board of Alleghany County,89

Virginia 1961, the court found that a referendum could not be used to approve

the sale of school property. The court ruled that the power to determine the I

circumstances of the sale of school property is vested in the school board by

the state code, and the board may not delegate or lose that power. A case in

1978 in Virginia involving the quemon of binding grievancearbitration,Board

of the City of Richmond v. Parhamgo cited Howard and once again

maintained that the board of education could not delegate the authority given

A to it by the state code. Since the school board cannot delegate its authority to

an arbiter, or to t.he voters in the form of a referendum, it is unlikely under the

current statutes that the referendum could be legal impase procedure in

Virginia. Virginia oniy permits the use of the referendum for those purposes

expreäed in the state code. There exists no provision for referendum impasse

procedure in the Code of Virginia and, consequently, it cannot legally be used.

In Virginia's legal atmosphere, it is very unlikely that the referendum impasse

procedure could stand the test of the Virginia courts.

89Howard v. School Board of Alleghany County, 122 S.E. 2d. 891 (1961).

90School Board of the City of Richmond v. Parham, 243 S.E. 2d. 468 (1978).
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As has been indicated, it is legally likely that impasse referendum could be

used in New York, while it is legally almost imposible to imagine the use of

impasse referendum in The legal basis for impase referendum is a

unique üt for each state depending on state statutes, local statutes, and

com mon law.

. Sum mgry

The legal basis for teacher unions or associations is ürmly established in

law. However, the legal basis for collective bargaining varies from state to

state. As a result of the variance of collecti.ve bargaining statutes, impase .

procedures also vary greatly.

Examination of the various types of impaäe resolution procedures used in

education identified four basic procedures (mediation, fact-finding, interest

arbitration, and the strike), each of which having numerous procedural

variations. Mediation and fact—finding are widely used and generally successful

procedures. y Interest arbitration is increasing in use, however, its support is

generally one-sided, from teachers and teacher asociations. The strike, while

used in education, is the least liked of the four procedures. Mediation and

fact-finding are generally liked, while discontent and various problems can be

asociated with i.nterest arbitration and the strike.

The legal basis of the referendum in American law started with the

conception of our nation and has developed over course of our history.

Generally the use of the referendum has been challenged two ways in regard to

the federal Constitution, the republican guarantee clause and the due proceä
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clause. Numerous court decisions have ruled in favor of the referendum

rendering it free of constitutional prohibitions.

Specific legal acceptance of the referendum impase procedure is a factor

of state and local statutes and court decisions. The laws and court decisions in

some states clearly represent an atmosphere which would be tolerable toward

the procedure. Other states clearly would not accept the referendum as an

impasse procedure.

The use of the referendum to resolve problems surrounding public sector

labor issues is not a new concept, The referendum has been used to resolve a

wide range of public sector labor problems in various locations and states. One

use of the referendum is for resolution of public sector negotiations' impaäe.

Five cities have adopted the referendum as a statutory process for public sector

labor impasse resolution (non-education).

Attributes of the referendum impase resolution procedure compare

favorably with other procedures used in education. The referendum is

compatable with mediation and fact—finding. Four of the five referendum

statutes prescribe the use of mediation and/or fact-finding before initiating the

referendum proces. The referendum could be viewed as an alternative to

interest arbitration and the strike.



Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter contains six sections. The research questions and hypotheses are

stated first followed by a description of the data collection techniques. The

third section contains a description of the survey instrument. The field test is

covered in the fourth section. The üfth section explains the survey procedure,

and the analysis methods utilized are justifed in the final section.

Research Questions and Hvpotheses

The purpose of the present study was to determine the degree of acceptance

of a referendum impasse procedure in education and to determine under what

conditions such a procedure would be most readily accepted. Before this purpose

could be realized, all variables affecting the acceptance of the referendum and

condit:i.ons leading to this acceptance had to be studied. After consideration of

the problem and careful study of the literature, numerous research questions

emerged which might produce insight into the relationships between the purpose

46
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and related variables. Initial investigation involved the use of research

questions. Specific, detailed investigation took the form of hypotheses.

The first research question sought to find the unconditional level of

acceptance of a referendum impasse procedure. This question helped provide

insight toward the first part of the purpose of the study.

Research Question l — To what degree is a referendum impasse

procedure found acceptable to the interest groups in education

negotiatlon?

The literature suggested that varying degrees of disagreement regardi.ng the

use of the referendum impasse procedure could be anticipated to exist withi.n

various populations. However, it was postulated that a response indicating

disagreement regarding the use of the referendum might not indicate total and

unequivocal disagreement with the procedure. Rather, it was felt that responses

would be more meaningful when the referendum was compared to other impasse

procedures. All impasse procedures are used in polarized environments and

emotionally—charged atmospheres. To have ignored these environmental

conditions when asking respondents about the use of any impasse procedure

would have been comparable to asking people whether they like immunization

injections. The response to such a question would probably be "no." However, if

the same individuals were asked whether they would prefer the injections to

alternatives such as Polio and Diptheria, the response would probably be more

positive. It was therefore necessary to analyze the acceptance of the

referendum procedure as a solitary condition (Research Question l) and in

comparison to other impasse procedures.
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Research Question 2 — Does the degree of acceptance of the use

of a referendum impa$e procedure exist as a constant condition?

An i.ndividual's degree of acceptance of a referendum impasse procedure was

also believed to be infiuenced by the type of labor relations environment (labor

statutes and practices) within which the individual is operating. Individuals who

work in a labor relations environment which contains numerous impasse

resolution options may feel more comfortable with the referendum impasse

procedure than individuals in more restrictive environments.

Research Question 3 — Is the referendum impasse procedure

accepted equally by the various labor relations environments?

The degree of acceptance of the referendum impasse procedure by various

interest groups was expected to vary according to the environment, and it was

felt that the labor relations environment might contribute heavily to its

acceptance. For example, it was speculated that an asociation president who

operated in a permissive environment where mediation, fact—finding, interest

arbitration and the strike were used, would view the referendum differently

than an aßociation president operating in a more restrictive environment where

fewer impasse options existed. It was therefore considered important to

determine whether an interest group's acceptance of the referendum was likely

to be infiuenced by labor relations environments.

Research Question 4 — Does the degree of acceptance of a

referendum impase procedure for all interested parties in

education negotiation vary. according to the labor relations

environment?
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Another factor that was felt to have a posible effect on the acceptance of

the referendum was die degree of fiscal independence of the school. system.

Some states allow üieir school districts complete fiscal independence, which can

include levying tax$, while other states require school distzicts to remain

fiscally dependent on die locality and/or state. A referendum procedure requires

more political involvement than other impasse rrocedures. Fiscally independent

school districm have 'cadidonally had more political experience than dependent

distzicts; therefore, a difference was anticipated between the responses of

acceptance of fiscially dependent and

independentResearchQuestion 5 — Is the acceptance of a referendum impame

procedure related to the financial dependence of a school district?

Teacher salary was anticipated to be a factxar in the acceptance of the

referendum impasse procedure. 11: was felt that the hi.gher the disI1ict's average

teacher salary above the state average, the more di.fficult it would become to

convince the public of the need for increasing teacher salaries (if salary was

the main sticking point). Politically, it would be easier to demorstrate need for

a referendum if the dis¤:ict's average teacher salary was below the state

teacher salary average. While salary is often a reason for impasel, salary is not

always the only reason for impase. In analyzing acceptance based on the

dis¤rict's average salary, one must also corsider who may benefit. For example,

lwilliam D. Torrence, "And what do teachers strike most over? Wages, of
course,"The American School Board Journal., 163 (March, 1976), 29.
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if the dist1*.ict's average salary is above the state average, an asociation

president may not accept the procedure, while the school board chairman in the

same district may accept the procedure. Therefore the various interät groups

would also need to be considered.

„ Research Question 6 -» Is an interest group's acceptance of a

referendum impase procedure related to the district‘s teacher

Salßry'?

Since the referendum impase procedure incorporates a political proceä, the

political environment also had to be considered. One aspect of the political

environment is the recency of a local tax increase. Would the presence of a

recent local tax increase influence the acceptance of the referendum

procedure? ll: was asumed that, in a polarized impase environment, each

interest group would seek oitcomes which were beneficial to themselves but

which might not be perceived as beneficial to the cthe.r interest groups.

Therefore, each interät group had to be coxsidered independently to determine

which anticipated benefit would also be a factor.

Research Question 7 - Is acceptance of a referendum impame
I

procedure related to the interest group and to whether there has

been a local tax increase within the last two years within the

locality?

· The type cf a school district's community (Le. rural, suburban, or urban) was

speculated to have an impact on the acceptance of the referendum impase

procedure. The demographic corstituency varies from one community type to

another. For ixstance, family income, vocation clasification, and many other
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factors will vary from community to community. Cities generally have a higher

percentage of blue collar workers than do suburban communities, which in hirn

have larger white collar work forces. ll; was felt that the demographic make—up

of suburban distzicm would make them more "progressive" and that they would

view the referendum procedure diüerently than rural or urban areas.

Research Question 8 — Does the type of school district (city,

suburban, rural.) influence the acceptance of a referendum impase

procedure?

The type of teacher association affiliation could also iniüuence acceptance of

the referendum impasse procedure. The AFT locals may differ in rßporse from

NEA locals cx other And "non—union" schools might differ in resporse

from "union" schools. Traditionally, non-union schools have demonsuated less

militancy than schools with an inüuential and an active union. The type of

union cr asociation affiliation could influence acceptance of a referendum if

the asociaüon has a policy related to impase procedure preference.

Raearch Question 9 - To what degree does a school's

non—aBEiliation cr type of teacher asociation affiliation influence

the acceptance of a referendum impame procedure?

Would the size (membership) of a school district have an impact on the

acceptance of the referendum impase procedure? Small school districts may be

more politically united than larger A smaller district has fewer

employees, which increases the ease of personal. communication. Personal

communicatiors among profäionals and between the school and the community

could create more favorable conditions for acceptance of the referendum

impame procedure.
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Raearch Quätion 10 - To what degree does the size of a school

distiict influence the acceptance of the referendum impase

procedure?

The amount of local money in the school budget could influence the

acceptance d the referendum impasse procedure. lf the electorate perceived

that the outoome of a referendum procedure would require more local money,

this could cause a sizeahle percentage o¤E the voters to vote against the

increase in budget. But, if a referendum procedure were used in a district which

was predominantly supported by state and federal funds, the local electorate

might perceive the local contribution as being relatively small and might support

the budget increase.

Raearch Question l.1 - To what degree do$ the percentage of

local funds in a dist1·ict's budget influence the acceptance of a

referendum impase procedure?

The percentage of teacher asociation membership was another factor which

was felt tx: have a posible influence on the acceptance of the referendum

impase procedure. A high percentage of association membership could indicate

a strong political cohesiveness. There are many reasons why teachers joi.n an

asociation; however, one reason is to $tablish "union—type" employee

representation. If a large percentage of teachers join the union for this reason,

their school district has the potential for political cohesivenss through the

association. The asociation members and its leadership could reflect the
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impasse procedure preferences of the regional association leadership. Districts

with strong political associations may be more accepting of the procedure than

districts with poor association membership.

Research Question l2 — To what degree does a school di.strict's

percentage of association membership influence the acceptance of

a referendum impasse procedure?

Once individuals have experienced various impasse resolution procedures, their

views and perceptions may change concerning the positive or negative aspects

of each procedure. Therefore, it was necessary to study the acceptance of the

referendum procedure in contrast with other procedures and to study its

acceptance among those who have had experience with other procedures and

among those who have not. It was hypothesized that two sub groups existed

based on whether or not they have had experience with a particular impasse

procedure. It was also hypothesized that the responses of these two groups

would refiect di.fferent views regarding the effectiveness of any given impasse

procedure, as well as the degree to which the population would accept the

referendum in place of that procedure.

Hypothesis l — Those who have not used interest arbitration will

respond differently from those who have used it concerning the

effectiveness of interest arbitration.

Hypothesis 2 — Those who have not used interest arbitration will

respond differently from those who have used it concerning their

preference of procedures (interest arbitration or a referendum).
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Hypothesis 3 - Those who have not used the strike will respond

differently from those who have used it concerning the

effectiveness of the strike.

Hypothesis 4 - Those who have not used the strike will respond

differently from those who have used it concerning their

preference of procedures (the strike or a referendum).

The study recognized that perceptions intluenced a person's choices.

Perceptions concerning a specific topic can vary from one interest group to

another even when the perception concerns fact. A basic isue in most
u

education—sector labor negotiations is in some way related to salary.2 When

asked this question, "Are teachers in this district paid average or ab0ve—average

salaries?" responses were anticipated to vary even though there is only one

correct answer. It was felt that people who are least involved with education

and teacher impase negotiations would be the least well-informed about the

facts and would be making decisions on the basis of faulty perceptions. It was

hypothesized, therefore, that the responses of people farthest away from the

negotiation proces (the general public) would be les well-informed about the

isues than those near the negotiation scene (educators and school board

members).

Hypothesis 5 — The public will have fewer correct perceptions

about local teachers' salaries than asociation presidents,

superintendents, and school board members.

2 ma.
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lt was thought that the referendum would probably be accepted more often

by asociations when they feel they have public (votes) support. The referendum

implies a public vote, and asociations would probably be leä likely to accept

the referendum procedure if a large portion of the district‘s children attend

private schools. Asociatiors would expect les support from parents of children

in private schools than parents of public school children. lt was anticipated tiiat

private school parents would be less supportive of a public school teachers'

referendum if a tax increase were involved.

Hypothäis 6 - A negative correlation exists between an

asociation g·esident's responses on acceptance of a referendum

and the percentage of private school children withi.n the district.

lt is said that neccesity is the mother of invention, and frustration and

discontent may be the impetus for innovation. lt was felt that in a labor

relations environment of frustration and discontent, new alternatives would be

more readily accepted than in a satisfactory environment. Perceptiors regarding

the currently-used impase procedures could be used to gauge discontent.

Perceptiors of whether the currently-used procedure favors the school board,

the teachers' association, or neither were felt to represent the degree of

contentment with die current labor relatiors environment.

Hypcthesis 7 - Asociation presidents who feel their current

i.mpasse procedures favor the school board will be more willing to

accept a referendum than those who do not.

Hypothais 8 - School boards which feel their current impase

procedures favor the teachers will be more willing to accept a

referendum than those who do not.
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Due to the basic philosophical difference between teachers and school boards

over the use of interest arbitxation and the strike, it was hypothaized that

school boards would be more accepting of the referendum procedure as

compared to interest arbitxation and the strike than would asociation

presidents.

Hypothesis 9 - School boards will be more accepting of a

referendum as compared to interest arbitxation than will local

association presidents.

Hypcthesis lO — School boards will be more accepting of a

referendum as compared to the strike than will local asociation

presidenm.

Data Collection Tec' es

Education negotiatjors have itxaditionally been multilateral. Various groups

might have interest in any given negotiation procä, but, in general, the

interested populatiors would include: teachers and the teachers! asociation,

school board, school axiministration, and the public. In order to study each of

thäe populations, an operational definition was included for each of them. lt

was asumed that the most useful information would be provided by those most

knowledgeable about education impasses. It was felt to be impossible for the

purpose of this study to idenüfy the most knowledgable members of each

population; for that reason representative members were atablished for each

population. School board chairmen were asumed to be the most knowledgeable

members of the school board; therefore, they were chosen to represent the
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larger population of school boards. The school. administration is another

population in the mulidlaterial setting of education negotiatiors. The

administration, being resporsible for _the operation of the schools, has definite

opiniors as th the utilization of financial resources. At the same time the

administration has a vested interät in salary or benefit negotiations, since

administrator salariä and benefits are directly cr indirectly related to teacher

scales. lt was asumed that superintendents have the most comprehensive

knowledge of the dist::ict's affairs. For that reason, the population ä school

administrators was represented by superintxandents. The population of teachers

and teachers' associatiors was felt to be bat represented by the local

asociation gxesident; The local asociation president should have a feel for the

opinions of his/her oorstituents and for asociation policy and {reference. The

asociation ptesident should also be the most knowledgeable concerning

negotiatiors and education impase, since the gesident would be directly

involved in negotiations. The voting public represents another population in the

mulrilaterial educaüon negotiation arena. lt was asumed that few voters would

be well—informed concerning education impase, and, historically, general public

reßporse rates to questionnaires have been low. For these reasons locally-

elected public officials within the school districts were chosen to represent the

opiniors of the voting public. A 1ocally—el.ected official, generally has a good

feel for the opiniors of the voters in his/her distxict, and his/her knowledge

level. concerning impase, should be considerably greater than the general

public. Therefore, the four deüned populatiom selected for the study were:
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school board chairmeh, superintehdents, local association presidehts, and locally

elected executive A sample was then drawn from the four populatiohs

(see Table 2).

Obtaihing a represehtative sample lends sibsequeht support for

geheralization.3 One method of obtaining a represehtative sample is to select

respondents at random. However, due m the variety of labor relatiors

environments Clocal statutory labor relations conditions) and the vast size of the

total populatzion (school districts within the U.S.A.), a random sample was

beyond the scope of this study.

Rather a stratified sample 4 was used m "repraent" the populaüons. An

attempt was made m group stata by the statutes or major court decisiors that

affect public education labor relations. Further stratificaüon was determined by

the types of impaae resolution statuta. States were grouped ihm st:rata on the

basis of those which bat represented the characteristia of the strata (see

Figure 3). All fifty stata (dapite the absence of an exact fit in some casa)

generally ät ihm four logical stxata based on labor relatiors statuta and

impasse procedures. The four strata were: l.) states that pxohibit oollective

bargaining by statute or court decision; 2) stata that have no stamtes

governing the coll.ecti.ve bargaihing gocea; 3) stata that authorize collective

3Dennis E. Hiflklé, Stephen G. Jurs, and William Wiersma, Ap° Statjstia
for Behavioral Science (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1979), 121.

"m1a., p.l25.
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Table 2

Number of School Distxicts in the Sample States

State Number of K-12 Districts Sample

Virginia 133 50

Wat Virginia 55 50

Maryland 24 24*

Pennsylvania Q1 Q

Total . . . 749 174

*Note — Maryland has only 24 school districtzs

Education Directories, Inc. American Education. Mount PYGSPEGL Ill.
Educational Directori.6 Inc. 1982
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l. States that prohibit collective bargaining by statute or court decision.

North Carolina Texas *Virginia

2. States that have no statutes governing the collective bargaining proceä.

Alabama Kentucky South Carolina

Arizona Louisiana Utah

Arkansas Mississippi *West Virginia

Colorado Missouri Wyoming

Georgia New Mexico

3. States that authorize collective bargaining and also provide for mediation

and/or fact-Ending only.

Alaska Indiana Nevada

Cali.fornia Kansas New Hampshire

Delaware *Maryland North Dakota

Florida Michigan Oklahoma

Idaho Nebraska Tennessee

Washington

Note The Virginia court case of Commonwealth v. Arlington County
found that in the absence of a collective bargaining statute, bargaining
was not lawful.

Figure 3

Population Stratlfication by State Labor Statutes
For Public Education
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4, States that authorize collective bargaining, mediation and/or fact—finding plus

voluntary binding arbitration, compulsory binding arbitration and/or the strike.

Voluntary binding arbitration

Iowa Masachusetts New York

Maine New Jersey Rhode Island

South Dakota

Compulsory binding arbitration

Connecticut

Interest arbitration and/or the strike

Hawaii Montana *Pennsylvania

Illinois Ohio Vermont

Minnesota Oregon Wisconsin

Note * sample states

Education Com mission of the States, Cuebook II, State Education Collective
Bargaining Laws, ed. Doris Rose (Education Finance Center, 1980), 15-47,

Education Com mission of the States, Charts Update From Cuebook
II,EducationCollective Bargaining Laws, (Education Finance Center, 1984), 1-34,

Figure 3 (Contjnued)
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bargaining and also p:ovide for mediation and/or fact—finding; 4) states that

authorize collective bargaining, mediation, and/or fact-finding plus voluntary

arbitraüon, compulsxy arbitration, and/or the strike.

One state from within each stxata was selected for this study. The sample

states included Virginia, Wat Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. Individual

states were selected on the basis of the best reprceentation of the

characteristics of the defined stxatum, and economic and cultural homogeneity.

An attempt was made to select states which vary in labor relations

environment, yet remain relatively similar based on demographic, economic and

cultural factors and geographic goximity. From each selected stratum, a

random sample of fifty public K—l2 school districm was drawn from the total

districts within the state. The four selected states have a total ä 749 school.

distxicts, of which 174 were included in the sample.

Survey Instrument

In xda to evaluate the research questiors and hypothaes, a survey

irstzument was used to measire the perceptiors of the sample populations. The

irstzument was basically a Likat—type scale5 quationnaire, designed around the

Total Daign Methodö. The survey irstrument was divided into three separate

5Fred N. Kalinga, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York: Holt,
Rhinehart and Winston, Inc. 1973), 496.

6Don A. Dillman, Mail and Telephone Survey; (New York: John Wiley and
Sors, 1978).
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irstxuments: Publication Information Survey, Clasification Questionnaire, and

the General Questionnaire.

The Publication Information Survey was d§igned to guide the research in

extzractihg pertinent data from state department of education documents from

the states within the sample. The Publication Information Survey collected

mainly data which was facbial in nature and was public knowledge (see

Appendi.x F).

The Clasification Questionnaire was sent only to disbrict superintendents

within the sample. The Clasificaüon Quationnaire provided specific factual

data concerning the distzicts which generally was not found in the state

department publicatiors. This quationnaire also gxovided the author with the

name and addräs of the local asociation president (see Appendix G).

The General Quätionnaire was the main instrument which was used to gather

the perceptiors of four sample populations. The General Questionnaire was sent

by direct mail to local superintendents, asociation presidents, school board

chairmen, and local officials (see Appendix H).

In order for survey respondents to react adequately to questions relating to a

referendum impasse procedure, a referendum impase model was developed. A

General Referendum Impase Resolution Model was proposed for education. The

model incorporated many of the component operatiorrs already in place in

currently used referendum procedures. The referendum model was integrated

into the General Questionnaire (see Appendix H).
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Field Tät

In order to Hne—tune the survey instrument to glean only däired information,

the instrument was Held täted on a random sample of twenty Ohio school

Ohio was selected since it regularly undergoä voter approval of the

school budget, which to a degree is the spirit of the referendum procedure. The

same procedurä and materials were used in the Held tät as those däigned for

the general Sl1ldy•

Each of Ohio's school distzicts was aäigned a number from l through 750. A

computer generated random sample of twenty numbers between l and 750 was

produced. Each of the sample superintendenm' namä and addrää were

located by the use of due directory, American Education.-, Sample school board

chairmen's envelopä were addressed, "School Board Chairman", and mailed to

the board of educat:ion's addreä. The namä and addrää of locall.y elecbed

officials wae located by telephone. Unlike the the procedure used in the

general st11dy (staggered mailing schedule), all quätionnairä in the Held study

were mailed at one time. Local aäociation president<s' envelcpes were

addreäed, "Aäociation Präident", and mailed du the school board office.

On November 24, 1982, the Held tät quätionnaires were mailed. The

majority of due returns came in early (see Figure 4). The rate of return

supported the ätablished three week follow—up cycle time. Eighty—five percent

7Educational Directoriä Inc., Ameücan Education. Mount Proq>ect, lll.
Educational Directoriä Inc. 1982
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ofthoseretumed werereceivedgriortotheerxdcfttxetlireeweekcycle

period.

Another encouraging result was the number of compliancä to the requät for

the aiperintendent to provide the local aäociation präident's name and

addreä. Out of twelve total Claäification Quätdonnaire returrs, eleven

superintendentzs complied (a compliance rate of 91%). This return rate confirmed

the procedure cf asking the superintendent for the aäociation präident's

addreä.

The overall return rate for the field tät, was within expectationsß. Out of a

total of eighty quätionnaires, three were returned due to inccrrect addreäes,

and only thi.rty—·two (40%) were properly returned. One poäible explanation for

the poor rate cf return was the length of the quätionniare, which covered four

pagä including the cover letter. Four non—räpondents were contacted by

telephone and quätioned as to why they provided no response. A local

aäociation pcäident indicated that she had intended to räpond after she had

spoken to other teachers on the topic. A superintendent indicated that he just

had too many other more important things to do. The remaining two

non—räpondent·s claimed they had never received the The

non—räpondents who saw the quätionnaire did not cite length as being a factor

for not responding. While there was no conclusive evidence that supports the

ncticn that the length of the quätionnaire related to low räponse, it was the

8Fred N. Kerlinger, op. cit., 414.
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opinion of the researcher that the questilonnaire should have been shortened.

Another suspected reason for poor response was the mailing date. Most

questionnaires were probably received the last few days of November cr the

Erst few days of December. That time of year is typically one of the busisst

for educators. The resporse rate may have been improved if the mailing had not

conflicted with a busy period within the school year.
‘

Non respondents were also asked if the instrument was understandable, and

their axswers were positive. They were also asked about general impräsions

concerning the ixstzument. No corsensus concerning a problem or dislike

surfacedr

While the overall r$ponse was low, resporse rates from the four @QlJlBt.lD1'B

varied (see Figure 5). The lowest response rate came from school board

chairmen and political cfficials. One posible explanation for the low resporse

was that school board chairmen may not receive mail at regular intervals, and

once the quationniare was received the individual may have felt that his

response would be received too late. Because of the method used to addres

envelepes to asociation [resident; Le. "C/O aäociation president," it was

posible that some of these letters were not received. The procedure atablished

for the general mailing should have produced a mcre favorable räponse. There

seems to have been no $ecifi.c reason for the low raporrse rate on die part of

locally elected officials.

Once the resporses were received they were coded and punched ontlo cards.

The field test was subjected to the same statistical analysis as was the general

study. Due to the low response rate, the results will not be reported. More
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Association School Board Locally Elected
Presidents Chairmen Superintendents Ofiiicials

12-

ll-

10-

9-

8..

7-
Number

of . 6-
Returns

5-

4-

3.

2-

1-

i
Number of Returns

8 6 12 6

Percentage of Total Returns

10% 7.5% 15% 7.5%

Figure 5

Response Rate by Population
- For the Field Tät
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immtantly, each question on the General Qugtionnaire was cro$—correlated

with all other questions to determine if any questiors were highly correlated.

Those questiors whi.ch were highly correlated and were felt to ask äentially

the same information were cosidered repetitive and dropped from the

questionnaire. The ¤:o§—correlat:ion exercise produced twenty—one diüerent

strong correladons (greater tixan -.7 or +.7) and all were significant at the .05

level. (see Table 3). Most of the twenty-one correlatiors logically produced no

evidence of being duplicates of each other. ll: was clear that in two instances

duplicates did exist and they were omitted in the general study.

Finding of the Field Test

l. The findings supported the use of the advanced mailing of the Clasification

Questionnaire to obtain the namg and addrwäses of local amociatiorw

presidents.

2. To improve the rate of return, the mailing dates should not conüict with

busy periods within die school calendar.

3. The return rate may be i.mproved by reducing the length of the instrument.

4. Sugport was demorstrated for the three-week time cycle between mailing and

follow-up mailing.

5. Cro$—correlation and logical comparison indicated that two questiors should

be deleted.

Survey Procedure

The survey procedure was auablished around the Total Dggn Method and ‘

the recommendatiors from the results of the fi.eld tät procedure. Addresses
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Table 3

Räulis of the Crow-Correlations

1 with 2 4 with 29 23 with 24

1 with 3 5 with 2l 24 with 29

2 with 3 5 with 32 25 with 26

2 with 4 7 with 21 26 with 27

3 with 20 21 with 23 26 with 28

3 with 29 21 with 24 26 with 32

4 with 24 23 with 29 32 with 33

Note - The above numbers to question numbers which poäessed a

ccrrelation coeficient greater than +.7 or -.7 and are significant at the .05

level.
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for members within the sampl.e were gathered from several sourca. The names

and mailing addresses of superintendents and board chairmen were a matter of

public record and were obtained from the directory, American Education.9 The

namesandaddre$esofüiedis¤:icts'locaHye1ectedp1bhcofficialswere

obtained from the state legislature's political directoriä for each state. The

Superintendeniä Clasiäcation Questionnaire and General Quätionnaire were

mailed in advance of the others, so that data could be retrieved to atablish the

name and address d the local aäociation president.

Bulk mailing procedures were utilized for most mailings. Each questionnaire

was numbered to allow for follow—up grocedures for each non-respondent. The

mailing procedure involved a twelve week span for completion.

Themailingto siperinterxienis was set for February 2l, 1983. The date was chosen

so tixat the entire mailing procä would ät neatly between peak busy periods

for educators. The gxocedural plan started with die ärst mailing going only to

the local superintendents to provide queßtionnaire data and the mailing

for local association presidents. The second mailing was to be the

ärst mailing for all local asociaäon gesidents, local school board chairmen,

and locally elected üicials, and the ärst follow—up for non—r$pondent

superintendenis. The third mailing was to be a non—respondent follow—up for all

populations. The fourth and änal mailing was to be the thi.rd non-rßpondent

follow-up for all populations except superintendents.

9Educational Directories Inc., op. cit.
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Modification of the prescribed plan was necessary. Due to the low

response rate from superintendents, a second non-respondent superintendent

mailing was needed in order to gain enough association presidents' addreses for

subsequent mailings. After two complete questionnaire mailings, the rate of

response did not justify the cost for mailing an entire questionnaire. The third

mailing consisted of post cards. In response to these 388 post cards, twenty-two

additional questionnaires were received, establishing a success rate of 6%. The

post card was by far the least effective data-gathering procedure. At this point

the established timetable for data collection had paäed and the response rate

remained low. Personal letters were sent to a sample of forty one

non-respondents. Twenty three responses were received following the personal

letters, giving a success rate of 56% which was the best data—collection

procedure in the study. On July 31, 1983, data collection was terminated.

Superintendents had in the highest response rate of (63.2%), followed by local

association presidenm (54.6%), local school board chairmen (46.6%), and local

officials (36.2%), (see Figure 6). In all, 1,643 pieces of correspondence were

mailed to individuals within the sample. Out of a sample of 696, a total of 349

questionnaires were returned, yielding a response rate of 50% (see Table 4).

Because of the large number of non—respondents, an additional procedure was

established. With a 50% rate of non—response, it cannot be determined whether

the non—respondents' perceptions would follow the response trends of the

respondents or whether their perceptions differed. In other words, there may be

a systematic reason for n0n—response which would manifest itself in a response

different from those of the respondents. In order to investigate the difference
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Association School Board Locally Elected
Presidents Chairmen Superintendents Ofiiicials

120- -

110-

100- -

90-

80- ———· 5

70-
Number .of 60- _
Retmrns

50-

40-30-20-
10- I ”

Number of Returns

95 81 110 63

Percentage of Total Returns
I1

13.62. 11.6% 15.8% 9%

Figure 6

Response Rate by Pcpulation
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between the resporsö of respondents and non—respondents, a sample of 10% of

the non—respondents was stablished. Out of 347 non—respondents, a random

computer-generated sample of thirty—six was selected. An all out attempt was

made to "force" response out of the sample of non—r$ponden$. Once the

information was received, a statistical comparison between the response of

"non—respondents" and respondents would determine whether the non-respondents

were different from respondents. On July 11, 1984, a General Questionnaire and

a hand—wrii:ten letter corstituted the first non-respondent mailing. On July 21,

1984, the second non—respondent mailing went out, which coreisted of a gast

card with a hand—wriJ:ten appeal. By July 31, 1984, sixteen raponses had been

received. Beginni.ng July 31, 1984, an intereive telephone follow-up commenced.

Additional questionnaires were sent as requäted. The thi.rd non-räpondent

mailing was sent on August 1, 1984, followed by personal telephone calls

appealing for response. The fourth non—respondent mailing was sent on

September 5, 1984. The last three non—respondent:s were given the quätionnaire

over the tel@hone on September 10, 1984. On September 15, 1984, the last

quationnaire was received, rendering a response rate of 100%. The

non—respondents were each asked if there was a particular reason for their lack

of resporse to the questionnaire. The break-down was as follows: 2%,

“too busy", 2% "away from the office", 8% "not applicable", 5% claimed they

never received the questionnaire; 2% said they had r$ponded; 81% gave no

reason.

A series of twenty—nine t-tests were used to analyze the differences between

the respondents and die "forced" raporses of the non-respondent group.
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Each question from the General Questionnaire was analyzed. The t—t$t analysis

compared the meam and variances of resporses between the two groups. The a

priori level for retai.ning the null hypothesis was set at the .05 level. However,

when comparing a large number of t-tests using the .05 level, chance will

produce signiücances, or type I errors on an average of one case in twenty.

When twenty-nine t-tßts are considered, rejection of the null hypothäis will be

produced by chance in about 1.5 cases.

Out of the twenty—n.ine quätiors, the null hypothesis (no difference exists

between the resporses of the two groups) was rejscted three times. The three

quxtiorrs were: qu$t.ion 2 - teachers' standard of living, quation 1l - teacher

association has close des with other labor uniors, and question 2l — the strike's

äectivenä. The three quätions were not directJ.y related and only three null

hypothaes wae rejected, when 1.5 could be gredicted by chance; thus the

evidence siggsts that the resporses were a true repräentation of the

sample. There was no evidence to support the idea that there was a systematic

reason for non-resporse and one which could produce a different resporse

pattern from the räporses.

Analg

The SPSS lo computerized statistical analysis package was used to analyze

all data (see Appendix I). Raearch questions were matched wiüi appropriate

analydcal procedures (see Figure 7).

l0Norman H. Nie and Others, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (New
York: McGraw—Hill, 1975).
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Research Quatjon l — To what degree is a referendum impase

procedure accepted by the four chosen education populatiors?

Crosstabs analysis was used to determine to what degree a referendum impame

procedure was accepted by the four chosen education populatiors.

Räearch Question 2 - Does the degree of acceptance of the use

of a referendum impaäe procedure exist as a corstant condition?

In crder to determine if a rxporse to the acceptance of a referendum

procedure is a true, non-varying representation of the referendum procedure‘s

val.ue in education, referendum procedure acceptance (question 23) was

compared to the strike (question 24), to interest arbitration (question 25), and

to no impase grocedure (quätion 26). Crosstabs analysis was used to determine

if there was a difference between each question, or if the resporse was a

general value representation. Croestabs analysis was applied to each separate

population. The same analysis was performed on quätiors 27, 28, and 29, to

determine if acceptance was a corstant condition or if acceptance varied

compared to other procedures q>ecifically within the respondent's district.

Research Question 3 — Is the referendum impase procedure

accepted equally by the chosen labor relations environments?

To determine the acceptance of the referendum procedure by the four chosen

labor relations environments, crostabs analysis was applied. One—way analysis

of variance was also used to determine which environmenm' resporses were

significantly different from the odiers.

Research Quäüon 4 - Does the degree of acceptance of a

referendum impasse procedure for each population vary according

to the labor relations environment?
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Crostabs analysis was used to determine if the degree of acceptance of the

referendum impase procedure within each ä the four sample labor relations

environments was a corstant condition, or if acceptance varied when compared

to other impasse procedures.

Research Question 5 — Is the acceptance ä a referendum impase

procedure related to the financial dependence of a school district?

Crosstabs and t-tät analysis were used to determine to what degree acceptance

¤E the referendum impase gxocedure was related to the financial dependence of

a school district.

Research Question 6 - Is a popu1ation's acceptance of a

referendum impase gxocedure related to the dist1tict's teacher

salary being above or below the state's average teacher salary?

A two-way ANOVA was used to analyze each of the four populations to

determine to what degree acceptance of the referendum impase procedure was

related to the dist1ict's average teacher salary being above or below the state

average teacher salary.

Research Quätion 7 — Is acceptance of a referendum impase

procedure related to the population and to whether there has been

a local tax increase within die last two years within the locality?

A two-way ANOVA was used to analyze each of the four chosen populations to

determine to what degree acceptance of the referendum impase procedure was

related to whether there had been a local tax increase within the last two

years widiin the locality.
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Research Question 8 — Does die type of school distxict (city,

suburban, rural) inüuence the acceptance of the referendum

impase }_1‘ocedure?

A one-way analysis of variance was used to find to what degree the type of

school district influenced the acceptance of the referendum impase procedure.

Räearch Question 9 - To what degree does a school's non-

affiliation cr type cf teacher asociation affiliation influence the

acceptance of the referendum impase procedure?

A t-test was employed to measure to what degree a school's lack of, or type of

teacher asociation affiliation, influences the acceptance of the referendum

impase gxocedure.

Research Question 10 - To what degree does the size of a school

district, measured by Average Daily Membership influence the

acceptance cf the referendum impase procedure?

Pearson correlaüon was agilied to invätigate to what degree the si.ze of a

school district influences the acceptance of the referendum impase procedure.

Research Question 11 - To what degree does the percentage of

local funds in a dist1*ict's budget iniüuence the acceptance of a

referendum impase procedure?

Pearson correlation analysis was used to determine to what degree the

percentage cf local dollars in a distriict's budget influenced the acceptance of

the referendum impase procedure.

Research Question 12 — To what degree does a school district's

percentage of asociation membership influence die acceptance of

due referendum impase procedure?
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Pearson correlation analysis was used to find to what degree the percentage of

teacher aäociadon membership infiuenced the acceptance of the referendum

impaäe procedure.

Hypothäis l — Those who have not used interät arbitration will

respond differently from those who have used it concerning the

effectivenä of interät arbitration.

Hypothäis 2 — Those who have not used interest arbitxation will

respond differently from those who have used it concerning their

perference of procedurä (interest arbitration or a referendum).

Hypothesis 3 — Those who have not used the strike will räpond

differently from those wlw have used it concerning the

effectiveness of the strike.

Hypothesis 4 - Those who have used the strike will räpond

differently from those who have used it concerning their

preference of procedurä (the strike or a referendum).

Hypothää one through four were täted by the use of a t-tät for hypothäis

testing, and tät significance was ätablished at the .05 level. Hypothäis one

täted üie difference between the means of those who had and those who had

not used interät arbitration, concerning their perceptiors of interät

arbit::ation's éfectiveness. Hypothäis two täted the difference between the

mears of those who had and those who had not used interät arbitration,

concerning their preference of the referendum or interät arbitxation.

Hypothesis three täted the difference between die mears of those who had and

those who had not used the strike, concerning their perceptiors of the strike's
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effectivenas. Hypothesis four tested the difference between the means of those

who had and those who had not used the strike, concerning their preference of

impasse procedures (referendum or strike).

Hypothäis 5 - Locally elected officials will have fewer correct

perceptiors about local teachers' salaries than asociadon

presidents, superintendents and school board chai.rman.
I
An analysis of crosstabs was used to demonstzate whether the observed räporee

differed from the expected resporse concerning the distribution of correct

responses to the question of teacher salariä being above or below the state

average. One-way analysis of variance was also applied to determine if the

homogeneity of variance of the means was signiücantly different at the .05

levd. li: was anticipated that the mean value for the responses of locally °

elected officials would vary the most from the other population means.

Hypothesis 6 — A negative correlation between an

association ;resident's resporses on acceptance of a referendum

and the percentage of private school children within the district.

A moderate negative correlation was expected to exist between an aäociation

president's resporses on acceptance of the referendum and the percentage of

private school children within a district. ll; was anticipated that, as the

percentage of private school children increased, the acceptance of the

referendum by asociation rresidents would decrease. A Pearson correlation

procedure was applied to the data. li; was decided that this hypothäis would be

accepted if a moderate, negative correlaüon coetäiicient of at least -.5 was

obtained.
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Hypothais 7 — Amociation gxesidents who feel their current

impase pcocedures favor the school. board will be more willing to

accept a referendum than those who do not. _

Hypothäis 8 - School board chairmen who feel. their current

impase procedures favor the teachers will be more willing to

accept the referendum than those who do not.

Hypothesis seven and eight were täted by use of a t—¤est for hypothesis testing

and the signifioance level for acceptance was set at .05. Hypothesis seven

tested the difference between meam concerning acceptance of the referendum

impsse procedure by die association presidents who felt their current impasse

procedure favored the school board as compared to those presidents who did

not. Hypothais eight tested the difference between the mears concerning

acceptance of the referendum impase procedure by the local superintendents

who felt their current impase procedures favored the teachers, as compared to

those who did not.

Hypothesis 9 — School board chairmen will be more accepting of a

referendum as compared to interest arbitxation than local

asociatjon psesidents.

Hypothäis l0 — School board chairmen will be more accepting of a

referendum as compare-d to the strike than asociation presidents.

Hypothaes nine and ten were tested by the use of t-tat analysis for hypothesis

testing, and the significance level for acceptance of the substantive hypoth&is

was .05. Hypothäis nine tested Une difference between the mears of school

board chairmen and local asociation presidents concerning acceptance of the
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referendum impase procedure as compared to intersted arbitzation. Hypothsis

ten tested the difference between the mears of school board chairmen and local

association pxsidents, concerning acceptance of the referendum impasse

procedure as compared to the strike.

Summiry

The review cf the literature in Chapter Two produced numerous qustzions

whi.ch took form in this chapter. Twelve rsearch qustions and ten hypothss

were stated.

Definitions of the populations included in the study and the sample required

considerable detail. Four defined populations were used to reprsent larger

populatiors. Sample populatjoxs were drawn from as those who could be

expected to be most knowledgable concerning education impase procedings and

those who were felt to be most reachable and reliable in terms of survey

research. School board chairmen reprsented all school board members,

superintendents reprsented all school administrators, local association

prsidents reprsented the teachers, and locally elected public officials

reprsented tue voting public. The sample also reprsented all of the major

labor relations environments in die United Stats. Four different labor relations'

environmens emerged which held all üfty states: States that prohibit collective

bargaining by statute or court decision; Stats that have no statuts governing

collective bargaining; Stats that authori.ze collective bargaining and also

provide for mediation and/or fact—finding only; Stats that authorize collective

bargaining and provide for mediation and/or fact-finding, plus voluntary binding
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arbitration, compulsxy binding arbitration and/or the strike. A stratiHed sample

of each environment was selected. Four states were selected, each representing

a different labor relaüors environment. The states included: Virginia, Wat

Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. A random sample of 174 school. districts

involving 696 was selected for the study.

Three survey irstruments were developed. The Publication Information Survey

was developed to gui.de the researcher in systematically obtaining published

information concerning the sample school The Clasification

Quationnaire was developed to obtain unpublished information from

superintendents regarding their school district, and the General Quationnaire

which was developed as the main data gathering instrument for subjects within

the sample.

In xda to reHne the sirvey instruments and the procedure for data

collection, a field test was conducted in the state of Ohio and the Hndings

wae analyzed. The Held test was designed to render results concerning the

usefulnä of the survey insxuments and the data—collection procedures. The

results and recommendatiors of the Held test were incorporated into the design

of the study.

A systematic procedure for data collection was developed in part from the

raults of the Held tat. Specific timetables, procedures and stzatagia wae

atablished for data collection. The first group of Genaal Quationnaires wae

sent on February 21, 1983. The data collection process continued until Jul.y 31,

1983. In all, 1,643 cxrespondences wae mailed as part of the data collection

proces. Three hundred and forty-nine quationnaires wae returned, rendering a

Hfty percent resporse rate.
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In crder to strengthen the support for the generalizatiors to be drawn from

die data, asurancä were needed that the non-respondents were not

systematically different from the respondents. A ten percent sample of the

norrräpondems were randomly selected for the investigation. Respondents were

"forced" to respond until a return rate of l00 percent was achieved. T-test

analysis for the resporses of the respondents and non-respondents for each

quätion on the General Quätionnaire was conducted. The findings indicated I

that there was no systematic difference between the resporses of the two

Finally, the research questiorrs and hypotheses were combined with

appropriate analytical procedures.



Chapter 4

RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter examines the results of the statjstical analysis for each

research question and hypothesis. Tables and discussions are presented to

illustrate the findings.

Research Question l

The research question asked, "To what degree is a referendum impasse

procedure accepted by the four chosen education populations?" (Local

superintendents, local school board chairmen, local asociation presidents and

locally elected political officials).

Crosstabs analysis was used to investigate the posed research question. The

research question dealt directly with acceptance of the procedure (Question 23

on the General Questionnaire). Initial crosstabs analysis utilized the responses

from the four—choice Likert scale as they appeared on the questionnaire

(Disagree, Tend to Disagree, Tend to Agree, Agree); however, this procedure

produced invalid cells. In order to avoid the creation of invalid cells the data

was collapsed into two responses, positive (Agree and Tend to Agree) and

87
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negative (Disagree, and Tend to Disagree)._'It was found that the highest positive

response rate was from locally elected officials with 49.1%, followed by school

- board chairmen with 46.5%, and superintendents with a 30.6% positive response

rate. The lowest positive response rate came from association presidents with a

positive response of 30,2% (see Table 5). A significant probability di.fference at

the .05 level existed within the chi—square formula between observed and

expected frequencies.
I

When using chi-square . . .”to find the significance of difference
among the proportion of subjects . . .,that fall into different
categories, by comparing observed frequencies and expected
frequenc1es."

The high response of locally elected ofücials may indicate a willingness by

the public to accept a greater role in teacher/school board impase. While

education negotiations have always been considered multilateral, the public has

never had a direct voice in them. A referendum procedure would give the public

a direct vote in resolving an education impaäe.

Of the education related populations, school board chairmen indicated the

greatest willingnes for acceptance of the referendum, followed by

. superintendents and the least accepting, associ.ation presidents. School board

chairmen may feel comfortable in accepting the will of the public. If an impase

goes to the public for a vote, the outcomes are then the will of the public and

lDonald Ary, Lucy Cheser Jacobs, and Asghar Razavieh. Introduction to
Research in Education (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Wilson, Inc., 1972), 156.
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little blame or responsibility for the decision can be saddled on the school

board. School board members will have "the monkey off their backs." However,

asociation presidents are probably not as comfortable in accepting the will of

the public. They are under pressure by their rank and file to "win." Traditional

education negotiations, while being under multilateral pressures, only involve

the school board and teachers association. If a referendum impasse procedure

were used, it might be seen by association presidents as diluting the

association's power by distiibuting the decision proces over to the electorate.

Superintendents' acceptance rate was nearest to association presidenm,

which is where it was expected to fall. This philisophical position would seem

logical since most superintendents have risen through the ranks of teaching and

administration.

A
Research Question 2

The second research question asked, "Does the degree of acceptance of the

use of a referendum impaäe procedure exist as a constant condition, or does it

vary when a referendum procedure is compared to other impaäe procedures?"

The research question applied to questions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 on

the General Questionnaire. Crosstabs analysis was applied. Invalid cells were

produced without collapsing the data. The data was then collapsed into positive

and negative responses. Each population viewed the referendum more positively

when compared to other impaäe procedures than when it stood alone (see

Figures 8 and 9).

All responses were taken from the General Questionnaire. Question 23

stated, "A Referendum Impasse Procedure should be used i.n public education}
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Question 23 was then compared to questions 24, 25, and 26, which determine

acceptance of the referendum impaäe procedure when compared to other

impase procedures. Question 24 states, "A Referendum Impasse Procedure is

preferable to the strike for use in public education." Question 25 states, "A

Referendum Impasse Procedure is preferable to interest arbitration in public

education." Question 26 states, "A Referendum Impase Procedure is preferable

to no impasse resolution procedure." For each population there was a much

higher acceptance rate for a referendum procedure when it was compared to

another impasse procedure.

The highest rate of acceptance for each population, except aäociation

presidents, was found when the use of a referendum procedure was compared to

a strike. For example, local officials had a rate of 85.2% acceptance,

superintendents 79.8% acceptance, school board chairmen 78.3% acceptance, and

asociation presidents 61.1% acceptance. Only association presidents found a

referendum procedure the most preferable when faced with no other procedures.

The same analytical procedure was followed for questions 27, 28, and 29.

Question 27 states, "A Referendum Impasse Procedure should be used in this

district." Question 27 was compared to questions 28 and 29 which determines

acceptance of a referendum procedure compared to other impase resolution

procedures for use in the respondents‘ district. Question 28 states, "A

Referendum Impasse Procedure should be used in this district in place of a

strike. "Question 29 states, "A Referendum Impasse Procedure should be used in

this district in place of interest arbitration." In every case there was far

greater acceptance by each population of a referendum procedure when it was
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compared to the strike and interest arbitration for use within the respondent's

district. The greatest rate of acceptance was for the referendum as opposed to

the strike within the respondent's district. In each population the degree of

acceptance was at least doubled, and in the population of superintendents it

more than tripled.

Crostabulation analysis between questions 23, 24, 25 and 26 and between

27, 28 and 29 indicated that the observed frequencies were different from the

expected frequencies. In six of the seven crostabulations the chi square

significance of probability was les than the .05 level. This statistic indicates

that there is at least a 95% probability that a causal factor was responsible for

the response distribution, and not random chance. I

It is clear that a referendum impase procedure is greatly preferred over

the strike, interest arbitration, and no impase procedure by each population.

The preference applies to the education profession at large and specifically to

the respondents' district.

Research Question 3

Research question three stated,
”Is

the referendum impase procedure

accepted equally by the four chosen labor relations environments?", Le.

Pennsylvania, Virginia, west Virginia and Maryland. The research question dealt

directly with question 23 and the respondent's state of residence. Crostabs

analysis was used with col.l.apsed responses of negative and positive. West

Virginia was the most accepting, with a positive response of 48%, followed by

Pennsylvania with 46.9%, Virginia with 31.8% and Maryland with 17% (see Table

6).
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Table 6

Acceptance of the Referendum Impasse Resolution
Procedure by Labor Relations Environment

west Pennsylvania Virginia Maryland
Virg1_n1_a''

Positive
36 38 34 8 Responses

48% 46.9% 31.8% 17% Percent

Negative
39 43 73 39 Responses

52% 53.1% 68.2% 83% Percent

chi—gcEare significance= .0009
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Generally the states with "permissive" labor relations environment (environments

which include the use of collective bargaining and interest arbitration and the

strike) were more acceptjng than states with "les permissive" environments.

While a range of variance between the means was expected, it was uncertain

whether the ranges were statistically significant (at the .05 level), or whether

these distributions were established by chance. One—way analysis of variance

was applied to the problem. The Tukey multiple range test was applied to

determine whether there was a significant difference between the mean values

of each labor relations environment (state) related to acceptance of the

referendum. The Tukey test revealed a significant difference at the .05 level

between the state of Maryland and the states of Pennsylvania and West Virginia

(see Table 7),

Generally, it was observed that states with "permi$ive" labor relations

environments (Pennsylvania and west Virginia) were more acceptjng than states

with "les permissive" environments (Virginia and Maryland). However, the

widest diversity of acceptance between states was not between the two logical

extremes, Pennsylvania and Virginia. Maryland established itself as the least

accepting and West Virginia was the most accepting, with Pennsylvania close

behind.

Maryland respondents, being involved in mediation and fact—finding, are

involved in negotiations and impaäe. They may see the pit—falls of more

ünalizing procedures than Virginia respondents, who probably do not have any

negotiations or impaäe experience since negotiations are prohibited in Virginia.

On the other extreme, Pennsylvania and some locations in West Virginia
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Table 7

Tukey Range Test for Acceptance of the Referendum
by Labor Relations Environment

Mean Group Maryland Virginia Pennsylvania West Virginia

1.1702 Maryland

1.3178 Virginia

1.4691 Pennsylvania **

1.4800 west Virginia **

(**) denotes significance at the .05 level
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have had experience with the strike and with interest arbitration. Since

preference was shown for a referendum procedure over the strike and over

interest arbitration in Research Question 2, it appears that states that use the

strike and interest arbitration would be more accepting of a referendum

procedure than those that do not.

Research Question 4

The fourth research question stated, "Does the degree of acceptance of a

referendum procedure for each population vary according to the labor relations

environment?" Crostabs analysis was applied to the data and graphs were

constructed with the results. Again, it was necessary to collapse the data into

positive and negative responses. Even with the data collapsed, invalid cells still

existed. The results were plotted by population to determine the impact of the

various labor relations environments. This research question was related to

questions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 on the General Questionnaire.

Interpretation of the graphic data seems to indicate a general trend that

supports the idea that school board chairmen are more accepting of a

referendum impasse procedure in the least restrictive labor relations

environment (Pennsylvania). The opposite seems to be the case for aäociation

presidents; they are most accepting of the referendum procedure in Virginia, the

most restrictive labor relations environment (see Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13),

Support for this trend can be found in the literature. In states which have

used interest arbitration, associations generally approve of arbitration more

often than school boards, and the strike is generally accepted more often as a
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valid impase tool by asociations than by school boards. This supports the

apparent Ending in this study that school board chairmen are more accepting

and association presidents are the least accepting of a referendum impasse

procedure in the least restrictive labor relations environments (Pennsylvania),

and that association presidents are more accepting and school board chairmen

are less accepting in the most restrictive labor relations environment (Virginia).

Superintendents are most accepting of the referendum procedure in the state of

Pennsylvania, probably for the same reasons as the school board chairmen. They

are least accepting in Virginia, again following the trend of the responses of

the school board chairmen. The locally elected ofticials are most accepting in

West Virginia and least accepti.ng in Virginia. In Virginia, a right to work state,

a referendum may be viewed as a move toward negotiations, which would be

contrary to the state's current position on labor relations.

It is signiücant to note that for each population, the Chi—square significant

statistic provided for the rejection of the null hypothesis. For each population

there was a difference between the observed and expected frequencies which

was below the a priori value established for acceptance of a random chance

distribution (.05). Labor relations environments do have an effect on each

population's acceptance of a referendum impasse procedure.

Research Question 5

Research question Eve stated, "Is the acceptance of a referendum impasse

procedure related to the financial dependence of a school district?" The
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research question dealt with question 23 from the general questionnaire and

data collected from the Publication Survey relating to the fiscal dependency of

local districts within each of the four sample states. Crostabs analysis was

used with collapsed responses (negative and positive). Respondents from

financially independent school districts accepted a referendum procedure at a

rate of 47.8% as compared to financially dependent districts, which accepted

the procedure at a rate of 27.3% (see Table 8),

The chi-square signiücance value was .0002, which indicates that the

observed frequencies differed from the expected frequencies beyond the

established limit for accepting chance (.05 level). A t-test was performed on the

hypothesis that independent school districts responded significantly different

from dependentschoolWhen

executing a t-test procedure, typically it is unknown if the population

variances or sample variances around the two means are equal. Therefore, it is

necesary to produce an F test to establish if the two samples are being tested

have the same variance. lf the variances of the two samples are determined to

be equal, then the pooled variance estimate is used. If the variances are

determined to be unequal, then the separate variance estimate is needed.

If it is not known whether the two populations have the
same variance, an F test of sample variances may be performed.

lf the probability for F is greater than off , Ho is accepted;
t based on the pooled——variance estimate for ög should be used.

If the probability for F is les than or equal to og , Ho is
rejected2 t based on the separate variance estimate for E should
be used.

2Norman H. Nie and others, Statistical Package For The Social Sciences
(New York: McGraw—Hill, 1975), 270.
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Table 8

Acceptance of the Referendum Impase Prdcedure
by Financial Dependency .

Indegndent Degndent

Positive 74 42 Number

47.4% 27.3% Percent

Negative 82 ll2 Number

52.6% 72.7% Percent

chbgare significance= .0002
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The a priori value for Oflin the F test has been set at 2. If F is greater than 2

then the pooled variance estimate would have been used. If F is les than or

equal to 2 then the separate variance estimate was used. The t—test analysis

produced a two—tailed probability of .157 which was les than .2 and indicated

the use of the separate variance estimate. The two-tailed probability was 0,000

which was les than .05. The alternative hypothesis was retained (see Table 9).

Financially independent school districts are more accepting of a referendum

impase procedure than are dependentschoolBy

neccesity, financially independent school systems have historically been

more politically oriented than have dependent school systems. Because of

greater familiarity with politics, ünancially independent school systems may

have found the procedure more acceptable. Financially dependent systems

operate in a broader political arena than do independent schools, A financially

dependent district must consider the political inüuence of the local governing

body which provides its financial support, whereas this political body is not

present and would not influence a referendum impase procedure in a financially

independent school district.
l

Financial independence does influence acceptance of a referendum impase

procedure. Financially independent school districts are more accepting of a

referendum impase procedure than are dependent

schoolResearchQuestion 6

Research question six stated, "Is a popu1ation's acceptance of a referendum

impase procedure related to the district's teacher salary being above or below
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the state's average teacher salary? This research question involved question 27

from the General Questionnaire and data taken from the Publication Survey

regarding average district and state average teacher salaries. It was anticipated

that each population would display a degree of variance concerning its response

to question 27. _ T—test analysis was applied to each population. The t-test tested

the hypothesis that the responses from those in districts where the average

teacher salary is below the state average, would vary significantly from those

respondents from districts where the average teacher salary is above the state

average.

The only population to demonstrate significance at the .05 level was that of

asociation presidents. The asociation presidents' two—tailed probability was

.057, which indicated the use of the separate vari.ance estimate. The two—tailed

probability was 0.028, which was les than .05. The alternative hypothesis was

retained only for asociation presidents (see Table 10).

In accordance with statistical probability, the hypothesis was only retained

in one case out of four. However, each population's acceptance of a referendum

procedure did vary according to the relationship of the district's teacher salary

average compared to the state's teacher salary average. The direction of

acceptance was logical and consistent. A table of means (see Table ll)

indicates that each population is most accepting of a referendum impase

resolution procedure when the relationship between local average teacher salary

and state average teacher salary average is the most desirable for representing

its point of view. ·For example, local asociation presidens are most accepting

of a referendum when local teachers' average salary is below the state average.
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Table 11

Meam Values for the Willingness to Try the Referendum
Compared to the Average Teacher Salary by Population

Sug. Chairmen President* Official

District Salary Above State Average

1.1429 1.3750 1.0769 1.3333

District Salary Below State Average

1.2208 1.3265 1.2958 1.4667

(*) denotes signiiicance rgsgnse range (1 = negative, 2 = Egtive)
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The evidence indicates that conducting a political referendum compaign which

includes a teacher salary increase, would be easier if the teachers are currently

being paid lem than the state average. On the other hand, school board

chairmen are most accepting of a referendum when their teachers are paid

above the state teacher salary average. School board chairmen probably take

this position because they are more likely to find themselves opposed to the

teachers' position at the time of impasse, and one of the major components of a

contract usually includes teacher salary. Local superintendents and locally

elected officials also tend to support a referendum when their local district's

average teacher salary is below the state average, when a successful campaign

would be easiest to conduct.

In only one case out of four was a significance demonstrated for a

population's acceptance of a referendum procedure based on the districts'

average teacher salary being above or below the state average teacher salary.

While the results are not conclusive for each population, there seems to be a

relati.onship between the local teachers' average salary and the acceptance of a

referendum procedure.

Research Question 7

Research question seven stated, "Is acceptance of a referendum impasse

procedure related to the population and to whether there has been a local tax

increase within the last two years within the locality?' The research question

dealt with question 27 from the General Questionnaire and data which was

taken from the Classification Questionnaire concerning local taxation. Variation

was expected within each population concerning the responses. T—test analysis
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was performed on each population separately, and, as a whole, in each case the

results could be attributed to nothing other than chance (see Table 12).

A population's acceptance of a referendum impaße procedure does not seem

to have any relationship to whether the locality has had a local tax increase

within the last two years. The presence or absence of a local tax increase is

not a factor when considering a referendum's acceptance.

Research Question 8

Research question eight stated, "Does the type of school district (city,

suburban, rural) influence the acceptance of a referendum impase procedure?"

This research question involves question 23 from the General Questionnaire and

data from the Classification Questionnaire concerning the types of school

School districts were classified as city, suburban, or rural. A One-way

analysis of variance was applied to the data. A Tukey range test was then used

(see Table 13).

City school districts were least accepting of a referendum procedure, with

a mean response of 1.1579. Rural districts were more receptive, with a mean

response of 1.3537, and suburban districts were the most accepting, with a mean

response of 1.4737. The Tukey range test indicated that there was a significant

difference between the variance around the mean of city districts, compared to

that of suburban
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Table 12

Mean Values for the Willingneä to Try the Referendum Compared
To the Recency of Tax Increase by Population

Sug. Chairmen President Official

no tax raise within two years

1.2051 1.3158 1.3704 1.2941

tax raise within last two years

1.2200 1.3333 1.2667 1.5652

no signiücance regnse range (1 = negative, 2 = gtive)
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Table 13

Tukey Range Test for Acceptance of the Referendum by Community Type

City Rural Suburban

Mean · Group
I

1.1579 City

1.3537 Rural
”

1.4737 Suburban *

(*) denotes pairs of groups significantly different at the .050 level
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The demographic differences between city school districts and suburban

school districts may account for the difference in mean responses. Suburban

areas generally include a more highly educated and higher i.ncome population, a

group which is generally more supportive of education than are urban

populations. For this reason the respondents may believe that, politically, a

referendum would be more successful in a suburban environment than in an

urban environment. The rural school districts' mean falls between those of the

city and the suburbs. A rural area usually has a lower tax base than the other

two, and this may be a contributing factor to the rural response. However, it is

clear that the type of school district has a pronounced impact on the

acceptance of a referendum impasse procedure.

Research Question 9

Research question nine stated, "To what degree does a school's

non-affiliation or type of teacher association affiliation inüuence the

acceptance of a referendum impasse procedure?" This research question deals

with question 27 from the General Questionnaire and information from the

Classification Questionnaire concerning the teachers' association affiliation. The

respondents included NEA affiliates and twenty-five persons indicating no

affiliation. Other afüliations were absent. A t-test analysis was performed on

the hypothesis that a difference (significance at the .05 level) would occur

between NEA affiliates and schools with non—affiliation. The t-test produced a

two tailed probability of .758, which indicated the use of the pooled variance

estimate. The two—tailed probability was .849 which was greater than .05. The
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null hypothesis was retained, which attributed any variance among the answers

of the two groups to chance (see Table 14). T—test analysis of each population

was not considered due to the lack of responses concerning affiliations other

than NEA. Teacher affiliation versus non—affiliation seems to make no

difference concerning acceptance of a referendum impasse procedure. The

presence or absence of a teacher union does not influence the collective

responses of the four populations concerning the acceptances of a referendum.

Research Question 10

Research question ten stated, "To what degree does the size of a school

district, as measured by Average Daily Membership influence the acceptance of

the referendum impaäe procedure?" This research question involved question 27

from the General Questionnaire and data from the Classification Questionnaire

concerning ADM. Pearson correlation analysis was applied to the data. The

correlation was -.0884 which demonstrated little to no correlation (see Table

15). Support for die idea that increased political unity in a small school district

would affect confidence in the referendum procedure was not demonstrated. The

size of a school district generally does not relate to the acceptance of a

referendum impasse procedure. There seems to be no relationship between

school size and any other factor which would contribute to acceptance of a

referendum procedure.

Research Question ll

Research question eleven stated, "To what degree does the percentage of

local funds in a district's budget influence the acceptance of a referendum
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Table 15

Pearson Correlation for the Willingness to Try a Referendum by ADM

Q27 -0.0884

with N (215)

ADM sig. .098

impasse procedure?" This research question used question 23 from the General

Questionnaire and data from the Classification Questionnaire concerningthelocal

share of the budget. Pearson correlation analysis was used to determine

the degree of relationship between the two factors. The correlation product was

0.0028 demonstrating little to no relationship (see Table 16), The percentage of

local doll.ars in a district's budget apparently does not generate additional

support for, or detract from, the political ramification of conducting a

referendum campaign when local dollars are at issue. Acceptance of a

referendum impasse procedure appears to have no relationship to die percentage

of local money in the school district’s budget.

Research Question 12

Research question twelve stated, ”To what degree does a school district's

percentage of association membership influence the acceptance of a referendum

impasse procedure?“ This research question dealt with question 27 from the

General Questionnaire and data from the Classiücation Questionnaire

concerning association membership. Pearson Correlation product of .0098 was
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Table 16

Pearson Correlation for the Willingness to Try a Referendum
by the Percentage of Local Dollars in the Budget

Q27 0.0028

with N (215)

PERCENTL sig. .484

produced. The statistics demonstrated little to no relationship (see Table 17).

Apparently membership does not translate into political clout and confidence in

success using the policia.lly oriented referendum procedure. The percentage of a

district's teacher association membership seems to have no influence on the

acceptance of a referendum impase procedure.

In addition to the twelve research questions, ten hypotheses were stated for

the study.

Hy@esis 1

The first hypothesis stated, "Those who have not used interest arbitration

will respond differently from those who have used it concerning its

effectiveness." T—test analysis was applied to question 18 with question 19 from

the General Questionnaire. The t-test produced a two—tailed probability of .507,

indicatjng the use of the pooled variance estimate. The two—tailed probability

value was .387, which is greater than the established .05 for rejection of the

null hypothesis. The null hypothesis was retained and any associated variance
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Table 17

Pearson Correlation for the Willingness to Try a Referendum
by the Percentage of Teacher Membership in an Association

Q27 0.0098

with N (215) ·

PERCENTA Sig. .443

was attributed to chance (see Table 18). Those who have experienced interest

arbitration do not differ in their response concerning it's effectiveness from

those who have not used it. When considering acceptance of a referendum

procedure, support cannot be expected to vary concerning experience with

interest arbitration.

Hygthesis 2

The second hypothesis stated, "Those who have not used interest arbitration

( will respond differently from those who have used it concerning their

preference of procedures (interest arbitration or a referendum)." T-test analysis

was applied to question 18 and question 25 from the General. Questionnaire. The

t—test produced a two—tailed probability of .252, which indicated the use of the

pooled variance estimate. The two—tailed probability value was .535, which is

greater that the a priori value .05 established for rejection of the null

hypothesis. The null hypothesis was retained (see Table 19) and any variance

was attributed to chance. Those who have had experience with interest
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arbitration do not differ in thei.r support of a referendum impasse procedure

from those who do not have experi.ence with interest arbitration. Support for a

referendum cannot be established on the basis of experience with, or lack of

experience with interest arbitration.

Hesis 3

The third hypothesis stated, "Those who have not used the strike will

respond differently from those who have used it concerning its effectivene$."

T-test analysis was applied to question 20 and question 2l from the General

Questionnaire. The t-test produced a two-tailed probability of .024, which is

less than .2 and indicates the use of the separate variance estimate. The two-

tailed probability was 0.028, which is less than .05, the appropri.ate null

hypothesis rejection value. The alternative hypothesis was retained. There seems

to be a difference between the responses of those who have and those who have

not experienced a strike when asked about the strike's effectivenes (see Table

20). This difference in perception of the strike's effectiveness may carry over

to the preception of the effectiveness of an alternative impasse resolution

procedure, a referendum.

Hypgthesis 4

The fourth hypothesis stated, "Those who have not used the strike will

respond differently from those who have used it concerning their preference of

procedures (the strike or a referendum)." T-test analysis was applied to question

20 and question 24 from the General Questionnaire. The t-test produced a two-
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tailed probability of .101, which indicated use of the separate variance

estimate. The two—tailed probability was 0.055 which is greater than the

appropdiate value established for retention of the alternative hypothesis. The

null hypothesis was retaihed. However, the statistical value between retention

and rejection of the null hypothesis is only .005. While the alternative

hypothesis was rejected, some relationship between degree of acceptance of the

referendum procedure based on strike related experience may yet exist (see

Table 21). A referendum impasse procedure may appear to be more of a viable

alternative to those who have experienced a strike.

Hygthesis 5

The fifth hypothesis stated, "Locally elected ofücials will have fewer

correct perceptions about local teachers' salaries than association presidents,

superintendents and school board chairman." Question 1 from the General

Questionnaire was analyzed in comparison to data collected from the

Publication Survey concerning local average teacher salaries and state averages.

Since an answer was either correct or incorrect, the Likert responses were

collapsed into two categories, correct or wrong. Crosstabs analysis indicated

that a signiticant (.0083) configuration existed between the observed and

expected frequencies, which suggested that the response pattern was attributed

to something other than chance. Association presidents were correct about local

teacher salaries most often, with a 69.2% correct response rate, followed by

superintendents with 51.9%, school board chairmen with 50.6%, and locally

elected officials with 43.3%(see Table 22),
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Table 22

Correlation of Responses Rélälflflg to the District's Average Teacher
Salary Being Above or Below the State Average by Population

Association Supedntendents Board Local
Presidents Chairmen Officials

correct 63 56 39 26

69.2% 51.9% 50.6% 43.3%

wrong 28 52 34 r 34

30.8% 48.1% 49.4% 56.7%

chbgare signi’ücance= .0083
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Addi.tional analysis was performed with the one—way analysis of variance

and the Tukey range test. The homogeneity of variance indicated that the

means of three of the four populations were similar. The Tukey test indicated

that the means of the asociation presidents and the locally elected officials

are significantly different. The null hypothesis was retained (see Table 23);

however, table 22 supported the hypothesis inpart, and the Tukey test indicated

l/3 support for the alternative hypothesis.

The analysis did not indicate the anticipated distribution, but it did indicate

generally what was expected, which was that the population most removed from

the negotiations proces would be least accurately informed. Asociation

presidents, being directly involved, were the most accurately informed about

salaries, while locally elected officials, being the most removed from the

proces, were the least accurately informed. These relationships were as

anticipated in the distribution of correct responses. While the other populations

did not show a signiücant difference based on probability, their means

demonstrated what was expected. Superintendents, who work in the field daily,

were better informed than school board chairmen, who were better informed

than locally elected officials. The perceptions of various groups may not be

accurate, and it is likely that the majority of the electorate will be no better

informed than their elected ofäcials. Since les than half of the local officials

surveyed in this study had accurate knowledge of teachers' salaries, it would

appear that a campaign aimed at correcting faulty perceptions would be

necesary if a referendum impase procedure is to be considered.
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Table 23

Tukey Range Test for the Popu1atlon's Correctness of Response for the
Distr1ct's Average Teacher Salary Compared to the State Average

Mean Grouä Offlcials Chairmen Sugrintendents Presidents

1.3651 Ofücials

1.4321 Chairmen

1.4909 Superintendents

1.6211 Presidents *

(*) denotes slgniflcance at the .05 level

NOTE - The Tukey range test indicated a slgnificant difference at

the .05 level between association presidents and locally elected

officials relatlng to mean scores concerning their perceptlons of

local average teacher salary compared to the state average

teacher salary.
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Hygthesis 6

The sixth hypothesis stated, "A negative correlation exists between an

association president's response on acceptance of a referendum and the

percentage of private school children within the district." This hypothesis

involved data collected from the Classiücation Questionnaire concerning the

number of private school students in a particular school district and question

27, on the General Questionnaire, concerning acceptance of the referendum

impasse procedure. The analysis was conducted only upon the responses of

association presidents. Pearson correlation analysis was used. A negative

correlation of very low magnitude, (-0.1872) was generated. The correlation was

generated in the direction of the alternative hypothesis; however, the magnitude

was too low to retain the alternative hypothesis. The null hypothesis was

retained (see Table 24), indicatjng that any difference between responses was

the result of chance. There may be a relationship between the number of

children attending private schools in a district and the public schools'

association president's response concerning acceptance of a referendum

procedure. However, this relationship is so weak that it cannot be used as a

factor in considering acceptance of a referendum impase procedure.

Table 24

Pearson Correlation for Association President's Acceptance of the Referendum
and the Percentage of the District's Students in Private Schools

Private School Percentage -0.1872

with N (51)

Accegance of the Referendum Sig. .094
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Hyjgthesis 7

The seventh hypothesis stated, "Association presidents who feel their

current impaäe procedures favor the school board will be more willing to

accept a referendum procedure than those who do not." Hypothesis testing

included questi.on l3 and question 23 from the General Questlonnaire for the

population of association presidents. The t-test analysis produced a two—tailed

probability of .478, which indicated the use of the pooled variance estimate.

The two tailed probability was .170, which was greater than .05 and indicated

the retention of the null hypothesis (see Table 25). The perceptions of

association presidents concerning the equity of their currently used impasse

procedure does not affect their acceptance of a referendum procedure. Current

impasse procedure equity cannot be considered as a factor for referendum

acceptance by association presidents.

Hxäthesis 8

The eighth hypothesis stated, "School board chairmen who feel their current

impaße procedure favors the teachers will be more willing to accept a

referendum than those who do not." Hypothesis testing included question l3 and

question 23 from the General Questionnaire for the population of school board

chairmen. The t-test analysis produced a two—tailed probability of .066, which

indicated the use of the separate variance estimate. The two—tailed probability

was .000, which was less than .05. The alternative hypothesis was retained (see

Table 26).

School board chairmen were more willing to accept a referendum procedure

when their current impaße procedures were preceived as being inequitable and
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favoring the teachers. Perception of equity concerning available impase

resolution procedures seems to be a factor for acceptance of a referendum

impase resolution procedure.

Hgthesis 9 _

The ninth hypothesis stated, "School board chairmen will be more accepting

of a referendum as compared to interest arbitration than will local asociation

presidents." Hypothesis testing included the variables represented by question 25

from the General Questionnaire for the populations of school board chairmen

and association presidents. The t-test analysis produced a two-tailed probability

of .925, which indicated the use of the pooled variance estimate. The two-tailed

probability was 0.000, which was les than .05, and the alternative hypothesis

was retained (see Table 27). A difference seemed to exist between school board

chairmen and local asociation presidents concerning their responses to the

proposition that a referendum impase procedure is preferable to interest

arbitration in public education. School board chairmen were more accepüng of

the referendum over interest arbitration. When faced with interest arbitration

as an alternative, more support for a referendum procedure can be expected

from school board chairmen than from asoci.ation presidents. A referendum

should find greater support from school board chairmen in labor relations

environments which allow interest arbitration.
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Hygthesis 10

The tenth hypothesis stated, "School board chairmen will be more accepting

of a referendum as compared to the strike than will local association

presidents." Hypothesis testing included the variables represented by question 24

from the General Questionnaire for the populations of school board chairmen

and asociation presidents. The t—test analysis produced a two-tailed probability

of .163, which indicated the use of the separate variance eäzimate. The

two-tailed probability was .024, which was less than .05. The alternative

hypothesis was retained (see Table 28). A difference seemed to exist between

school board chairmen and local asociation presidents concerning their

responses to the proposition that a referendum impaäe procedure is preferable

to the strike for use in public education, Compared to association presidents,

school board chairmen were more accepting of the referendum when asked to

choose between it and the stri.ke. When faced with the possible use of the

strike as an impasse resolution alternative, school board chairmen will be more

accepting of a referendum impase alternative than will asociation presidents.

A referendum will have greater support by school board chairmen in labor

relations environments which permit the strike.

Sum mg

The results of the analysis of the research questions and hypotheses have

either confirmed or rejected many of the ideas concerning the referendum's use

in education impasses. Numerous research questions were explored; some ideas

were confirmed, while others were rejected.
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A referendum impaäe resolution procedure was most acceptable to locally

elected oücials (49.1%), followed by local school board chairman (46,5%), local

superintendents (30,6%), and lastly, local amociation presidents (30.2%).

Population (locally elected official, local superintendent, local school board

chairmen, association president) was found to be a factor in acceptance of a

referendum impase resolution procedure. Acceptance of a referendum impase

procedure by each population -was much higher when the referendum procedure

was compared with the strike or with interest arbitration.

The labor relations environment of a district has an impact upon acceptance

of a referendum procedure. States which have "least restrictive" labor relation

environments (states permitting strikes and interest arbitration) are more

accepting of the referendum impaäe procedure than states which prohibit or

restrict the use of the strike and interest arbitration. when the variable of

population is applied to the labor relations environment, a trend appears. In

least restrictive labor relations environments, school board chairmen are the

most accepting and asociation presidents are the least accepting. The inverse

is the case for "restrictive" labor relations environments, The labor relations

environment has an effect on each popul.ation's acceptance of a referendum

impase procedure.

Fiscal dependency is also a variable when considering a referendum's

acceptance. Financially independent districts were significantly more accepting

of the referendum than dependent There seems to be a relationship

_ between a district's average teacher salary and the state's average teacher

salary which impacts on a referendum procedure's acceptance. The relationship
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is logical for each population, but it is not statiscally supported for each

population. It was demonstrated that the presence or absence of a local tax

increase had no relationship upon acceptance of a referendum procedure.

The school district's community type (urban, rural, suburban) has an impact

upon acceptance of a referendum impasse resolution procedure. Suburban

districts are most accepting, followed by rural and, last, by

urbanTeacherassociation afüliation verus non-affiliation had no relationship to

acceptance of a referendum procedure. There seems to be no relationship

between school size and any other factor which would contribute to acceptance

of a referendum procedure. Acceptance of a referendum procedure appears to

have no relationship with the percentage of local money in a school district's

budget. The percentage of a district's teacher association membership seems to

have no inüuence on the district's acceptance of a referendum procedure. An

extensive cros—corre1ation procedure among all vari.ab1es uncovered no

additional insights or relationships.

The hypothesis section produced additional insights. When considering

acceptance of a referendum procedure, support cannot be expected to vary

according to experience or the lack of experience with interest arbitration or

on the perception of its effectiveness. There is a difference in perception

between the respondents who have and those who have not experienced a strike

concerning the strike's effectiveness Support based on statistical probability

was lacking; however, the response pattern indicated that a referendum impasse

procedure may appear to be more of a viable alternative for respondents who

experienced an education strike. It appears that those closest to the education
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profeäion are the best informed about the issues, while those not directly

involved in education are the least informed. Support was not demonstrated for

a relationship between the number of children in a district attending a private

school and the district's public school association president's response to

acceptance of a referendum procedure. The perceived equity of current impasse

procedure cannot be considered as a factor for referendum acceptance by

association presidents. However, school board chairmen were more willing to

accept a referendum procedure when their current impasse procedures were

preceived as inequitable and favoring the teacher. A referendum procedure

should find greater support from school board chairmen than association

presidents in a labor relations environments whi.ch include interest arbitration.

A referendum procedure will also find greater support from school board

chairmen than association presidents, in labor relations environments which

include the strike.
i



Chapter 5

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS

This chapter contains a summary review of the study followed by a section

dealing with the implications of the study for the education profeäion. The last

section draws attention to areas within the study which could achieve greater

clarity from further investigation.

Sum mgry of the Study

Among the many problems facing education, one concerns how to resolve

impasse brought about as a result of collective bargaining. A variety of impasse

resolution procedures are available to educators. Some are more acceptable and

more successful than others. Disagreement and discontent cloud most of the

procedures. The need for new impasse resolution alternatives for education

negotiations is substantial. The referendum impase resolution procedure is a

new and untested alternative procedure which may benefit the education

profession.

It was the intent of this dissertation to determine the degree of acceptance

l4l
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of the referendum impasse resolution procedure in education and to determine

under what conditions such a procedure would be most readily accepted.

Education, public sector labor negotiation, and legal literature was

reviewed for insight into the topic. The legal basis for education unions, or

professional associations, has been ürmly established in the courts. However,

the legal basis for teacher negotiations, or collective bargaining, varies

considerably among the fifty states. Some states prohibit collective bargaining,

while others provide a statutory basis not only for collective bargaining, but for

various impasse resolution procedures including interest arbitration and the

strike.

While the types of education impase resolution procedures vary acros the

nation, some generalizations can be made. Mediation and fact—finding are

widely-used and generally successful procedures for resolving impaäe. These

procedures are often the first strategy applied to resolve impasse. Both

procedures lack Enality. Interest arbitration and the strike provide greater

finality in resolving impaäe; however, both procedures contain elements which

are disliked in varying degrees. Interest arbitration, while increasing in

frequency of use in education, often produces awards which are questionable

ünancially, procedurally, and legally. The strike is disliked for reasons which

involve the philosophical nature of public sevice and the disruption of the

education process.

The referendum process today is considered free of federal prohibitions.

However, the referedum's history refiects considerable opposition with regard to

federal law. The referendum has been challenged on the basis of the republican
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guarantee clause (Article IV, section 4 of the U.S. Constitution) and the due
I

proces clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The courts have found that the

referendum is free of federal legal prohibitions. However, state statutes can

limit the use of the referendum.

The referendum has been used to resolve a variety of public sector labor

disputes. Some of the uses have included: amendment of union charters,

ratification of contracts, impasse resolution, establishment of parity

relationships, establishment of personnel policies, and the amendment,

establishment and abolition of negotiation statutes. Of the various uses of the

referendum, the impasse resolution procedure shows particular promise for the

public sector labor arena, including education. The referedum impasse procedure

was first enacted into law by the city of Englewood, Colorado, in 1972. Since

then a total of five localities have adopted the procedure. It has been used in

two of the localities. In one locality (San Francisco), the unions have repeatedly

lost. In the other locality (Denver), the union won. All five procedures are

similar, yet each locality is slightly different. In all five localities the

procedure does not apply to education.

The literature presented many diverse, yet related, elements which could

affect the acceptance of the referendum impasse resolution procedure. In order

to determine acceptance, a survey research designl was selected for this study.

Thirteen research questions and ten hypotheses were developed as a result of

insight drawn from the literature.

lFred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York: Holt,
Rhinehart and Winston, Inc. 1973), 410.
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A survey procedure was chosen for data collection. Three survey

instruments were designed: the Publication Information Survey, the

Superintendents' Classification Questionnaire, and the General Questionnaire.

The Publication Information Survey was used to guide the researcher in the

collection of specific information available in the literature. The Classification

Questionna.ire was sent to superintendents to gain infor\mation which was not

readily available to the public. The General Questionnaire was the major data

collection instrument and was sent to all individuals in the study. The

instruments and the survey process was field—tested in the state of Ohio. After

field—testing the instruments, the process was evaluated and refined.

The sample included the major groups with a vested interest in public

education negotiations, Le., teachers, school board members, administrators, and

the public. However, in order to more easily identify individuals and manage the

data collection, specific groups of individuals were chosen to represent a large

group. School board chairmen were assigned to represent all school board

members. Local asociation presidents represented teachers, superintendents

represented administrators, and locally elected officials represented the public.

Specific states were chosen on the basis of their teacher negotiation statutes.

State teacher bargaining statutes can be broken down into four strata: states

which prohibit collective bargaining by statute or court decision; states that

have no statutes governing collective bargaining; states that authorize

collective bargaining and also provide for mediation and/or fact—Ending only;

and states which authorize collective bargaining, mediation and/or fact—findjng,
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plus voluntary binding arbitration, and/or compulsory binding arbitration, and/or

the strike. One state from each strata was chosen. Virginia, West Virginia,

Maryland and Pennsylvania were selected.

A data collection procedure and schedule was established. The data

collection proces generated a 50% response rate. Additional follow—up

procedures were used to insure that the data received from the respondents was

not systematically different from the group which did not respond.

Specific analytical procedures were matched with each research question

and hypothesis. Statistical analysis was computer-generated by a SPSS program.

The analysis procedure explored the research questions and provided support

for either retaining or rejecting the hypotheses. The research questions provide

considerable insight into the factors determining acceptance of the referendum

impasse resolution procedure. A referendum impasse procedure was most

acceptable to locally elected officials (49.1%), followed by school board

chairmen (46.5%), local superintendents (30.6%) and local asociation presidents

(30.2%). Acceptance of the procedure was much higher for each population when

respondents were asked to choose between the referendum procedure or interest

arbitration and between the referendum or the strike. The labor relations

environment was demostrated to have an impact upon the acceptance of the

referendum procedure. States which permit, or are statutorally silent on, the

strike and interest arbitration were more accepting of the referendum than

states which prohibited the use of these procedures. Fiscal dependence was also

a factor which was shown to have an effect upon acceptance of the referendum

procedure. Financially independent school districts were significantly more
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accepting of the referendum than financially dependent A relationship

seemed to exist between a school district's acceptance of the referendum and

its average teacher salary in relation to the state average salary. Disticts with

lower average salaries were generally more accepting (although not to a

statisically significant degree for each population) of the referendum. The

school district's community type was also demonstrated to have an effect on

acceptance of the referendum. Suburban districts were most accepting, followed

by rural, and then urban The following factors demonstrated no

relationship to the acceptance of the referendum procedure: recency of local

tax increase, teacher union affiliation, school district size, percentage of local

dollars in the school budget and the percentage of association membership.

The hypotheses produced additional insight. Respondenm who have

experienced the strike responded significantly clifferently concerning the strike's

effectivenes than did those who have not experienced the strike. Those who

have experienced a strike feel it is less effective. While statisical significance

cannot support the idea that those who experienced a strike would be more

accepting of the referendum than those who have not experienced the strike,

the data seemed to infer it. The hypothesis which stated that to those who are

the closest to the negotiations are the best informed concerning facts which

relate to the negotiations, was retained. School board chairmen were

signiticantly more accepting of the referendum if they perceived their impasse

procedures as being inequitable in favor of the teachers. School board chairmen

were signiiiicantly more accepting of the referendum than were association

presidents in labor environments which included the use of interest arbitration
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or the strike. The notion that the percentage of the district's children who

were enrolled in private schools had an impact upon acceptance of the

referendum was rejected. Experience with interest arbitration or the lack

thereof, made no statistical difference concerning the perceived eäectiveness

of interest arbitration or the acceptance of the referendum. An association

president's perception of the impasse procedure's equity produced no significant

differences concerning acceptance of the referendum. ·

Implication of the Study

Degree of accegance of the referendum
I

The data indicated that the public, as sampled through locally elected

officials, is the most accepting of the referendum procedure (49.1% acceptance).

This is an indication of a positive reception for the referendum by the public.

when the referendum was compared to the strike, and then interest arbitration,

its acceptance was greatly enhanced (perference of referendum over the strike

85.2%, over interest arbitration 65.2%, and over the absence of any procedure

75.9%). Each population (local aäociation presidents, school board chairmen,

local superintendenm, and locally elected officials) perferred the referendum

over the strike, interest arbitration or the absence of a procedure, except for

local association presidents, who perferred interest arbitration over the

referendum. This clearly indicated the choice of impasse resolution procedure

among individuals interested in education negotiations.

The willingness to try an impasse procedure should even be a more of a

compelling argument for the acceptance of the procedure. The data indicated
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that each population would perfer using the referendum procedure in their

school district as compared to using the strike, interest arbitration or an

absence of a procedure, the only exception was local aäociation presidents who

perferred the use of interest arbitration over the referendum. This should be of

no surprise, since education unions have profitted from the use of interest

arbitration.2 In fact, the difference of opinion is considerable concerning this

issue. The hypothesis was retained which found that school board chairmen were

significantly more accepting of the referendum than local association presidents

in environments which included interest arbitration.

Each population, except for local association presidents, indicated the

highest degree of acceptance for a referednum procedure when asked to choose

between it and the strike. Only local asociation presidents found the

referendum most acceptable when confronted with the absence of an impasse

procedure. Union representatives are generally the greatest supporters of the

strike, and it is understandable that they would continue to want the strike

option and fully support the referendum only after the strike is not an option.

It is clear that those parties closest to the education negotiation scene

would philosophically and practically perfer the referendum alternative

compared to the strike, interest arbitration or absence of an impase resolution

procedure. Even association presidents indicated they would prefer the

referendum to the strike or the absence of a procedure.

2National Education Association, ”Interest Arbitration: Disliked, But on the
Increase," Education U.S.A., 23 (January 26, l98l), 169,
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Rationale for the referendum's accegance

To understand more clearly the reasons for the acceptance of the

referendum impasse resolution procedure, it is appropriate to compare and

contrast the referendum with other currently—used impasse resolution

procedures. Mediation is very compatible with the referendum, as mediation can

be used as one of the first means of impasse resolution attempted, leaving the

referendum as a "last resort'. Fact—ünding is also compatible with the

referendum. In fact, fact—finding, or a related process, is a part of the

referendum procedure by ordinance in four out of five municipalities where the

referendum is law. Mediation and fact-Ending are not in conüict with the use

of the referendum. They are important, successful, and necessary, primary steps

to renew negotiations or resolve impase before more "finalizing" types of

impasse procedures are applied.

While the referendum procedure does not conflict with mediation or

fact-finding, the referendum can be used in place of the strike and interest

arbitration. The strike, which was borrowed from the private sector, can be

contrasted with the referendum procedure which was born in, and has evolved

in, the public sector. While the strike is insensitive to the democratic process,

the referendum embodies the democratic proceä and its spirit, The referendum

has no underlying principle of economic pressure. Instead, the referendum

democratically allows the citizens to decide upon the iäues which affect their

public service. While the strike is illegal in most states, the referendum is a

legal process (with some limitations), and its use as an impasse resolution

procedure would probably be deemed appropriate in many states. The strike is a
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threat to governmental sovereignty, while the referendum presents no threat to

sovereignty; in a democracy the people are the government. Philosophically, Une

referendum is a preferable impasse procedure for public sector labor use when

compared to the strike. Practically, the referendum would not disrupt the

educational process, as does the strike. However, there is no guarantee that a

strike woul.d not occur after the referendum.

Interest arbitration, while increasing i.n use i.n education, has many

undesirable qualities. The "ripple effect", the use of new arbitration awards as

a benchmark for subsequent awarä, and "leap—frog", the attempt to secure new

arbitration awards which are greater than past awards of other unions, contain

a built—in inflationary bias. Interest arbitration may also produce a "chilling"

effect upon negotiations. If arbitration is a poäibility, the parties at impasse

may not want to negotiate closer to one another, since, the wider the gap

between the two parties, the better the chance for a higher award. In such

cases, the most unreasonable position may turn out to be the most beneficial.

Interest arbitration has also produced a "narcotic" effect on negotiations in

some locations. Instead of negotiating, the parties get in a habit of going

directly to arbitration. The arbitration process can also be used as a strategy to

"get more" at the next impaäe resolution procedural level. The

"splitting—the—difference" syndrome can also be present in some types of

arbitration. Since arbitors are usually hi.red by an agreement of the parties at

impasse, the arbitor does not want to greatly upset either party and jepordize

future employment opportunities, so he may split the difference between the

two positions. All of these conditions can produce a bui1t—in infiationary bias,
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which does not give appropriate consideration to the local fiscal environment.

The referendum procedure provides an opportunity for consideration of the local

fiscal environment by allowing those who know the economic conditions and who

must shoulder the financial burden, a voice in the outcome.

The strategy of creating an impase, in order to go to the next procedural

level, may be reduced by the use of the referendum. If the referendum

procedure includes a provision whereby the party(s) not accepting of the results

of 'fact—finding must pay the cost of the special election, as do the Aurora and

Denver statutes, then the strategy of going to the next level has a price tag

and an element of risk.

The legal question of the authority of the arbitor is of particular

importance concerning the use of interest arbitration. At least five state or

local courts have found that interest arbitration is an undue delegation of

authority. The legal problems of interest arbitration were to some degree

responsible for the growth of the referendum impasse resolution procedure. An

attorney for the City of Aurora, Colorado, responded to the question, "why did

the City of Aurora adopt the referendum impase procedure?" by saying, "Since

the Colorado Supreme Court ruled interest arbitration illegal in the case of

Gree.ley3, we had to find some way to resolve impases."4 Currently, four out of

3Greeley Police Union v. City Council of Greeley, 553 S.W. 2d. 790 (1976),

4Telephone interview with the city attorney of the City of Aurora,
Colorado, February 6, l98l.
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five of the localities which use the referendum procedure are in the state of

Colorado, which has ruled against the use of interest arbitration.

The referendum is not entirely exempt from the legal question of delegation

of authodty by the school board. Some states, such as Ohio, have decided that

the referendum is not an unjust delegation of authority and have included it in

their constitutions. The Ohio Constitution states that, "The initiative and

referendum powers are hereby reserved to the people of each municipality on

all questions which such municipalities may now or hereafter be authorized by

law to control by legislative action."5 On the other hand, the state of Virginia

found, in the case of Howard v. School Board of Allegheny County, that the use

of the referendum to approve the sale of school property was improper.6 The

Virginia court argued that a school board could not delegate, or lose, the power

given to it by the state code. Generally, the author feels the referendum is

freer from legal problems than is arbitration.

The strength of the referendum impase resolution procedure is its process.

The process of the referendum is public and democratic in nature. The citizenry

entrusts public oüiicials with the responsibility of providing public services such

as education. Therefore, public officials can act on behal.f of the citizens to

negotjate teacher contracts. If however, public of:ficials cannot resolve a

teacher negotiation impase, then the referendum allows the citizens the final

5Ohio Constitution, article 2, section lf.

6Howard v. School Board of Allegheny County, 122 S.E. 2d. 891 (1961).
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decision regarding the public service of education. In the public sector the

ultimate employer and authority is the public; therefore it is only iitting that

the public have the final say concerning the public service - education.

Conditions for accegnce of the referendum

The data indicated that the labor relations environment, the district's

financial dependency, the district's average teacher salary, community type,

and, to some degree, experience with other impaäe procedures all had an effect

on the acceptance of the referendum procedure.

Labor relations environment. Generally, respondents from the "least

restrictive" labor relations environments (Pennsylvania and West Virginia) were

more accepting of the referendum procedure than were those from the "more

restrictive" labor environments (Maryland and Virginia). Pennsylvania permits

collective bargaining and all currently-used impasse procedures, including the

strike. West Virginia is silent concerning teacher negotiation statutes, and, as a

result, the state has experienced negotiations and various impaäe procedures.

Virginia does not permit collective bargaining. Maryland permits collective

bargaining but prohibits the use of interest arbitration and the strike. There

was a significant difference between the responses from Maryland and from the

states of Pennsylvania and west Virginia. Educators and citizens in Pennsylvania

and west Virginia have experienced the use of, and rel.ated problems with,

interest arbitration and the strike and would perfer an alternative procedure.

Educators and citizens in Maryland have had exposure to collective bargaining,

mediation, and fact—finding, which have enlightened them enough to shun

interest arbitration and the strike. Due to the rejection of these
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procedures, Maryland respondents may not view the referendum as an

alternative, but view it instead as simply another impaäe procedure. Virginia

respondents found more agreement with the procedure than did Maryland

respondents. Perhaps Virginia's lack of familiarity with negotiations and impasse

procedures affected the level of agreement.

Financial degndence. Financially independent school districts were found

to be significantly more accepting of the referendum than financially dependent

school The financially independent school districts were found in the

states of Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Logically, it stands to reason that

financially independent schools would have a history of political activism (for

financial reasons) and would, therefore, be more accepting of the political

referendum than school districts that had no sich experience. However a caveat

must be presented: finacially independent school districw and districts with the

"least restrictive" labor relations environment were represented by the same

states. While it appears that labor relations environment and ünancial

dependence both contribute to acceptance of the referendum, it may be that

there is only one factor being expresed two ways instead of two independent

factors.

Average teacher . The school district's average teacher salary was

identified as a factor which seemed to contribute to greater acceptance of the

referendum. Each population indicated greater acceptance of the referendum

when its district's average salary was below the state average. However, the

difference was only statistically significant for association presidents. The most

common topic under dispute in a teacher negotiation agenda is salary. It may be
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politically easier to win a referendum if the average teacher salary is below the

state average.

Community type. Suburban school districts were significantly more

accepting of the referendum procedure than were urban school Rural

districts fell between the two but were not significantly different in response

from either. The demographic characteristics of suburban areas are generally

different from urban areas. The demographic characteristics of suburban areas

generally reüect more years of education and higher per capita i.ncome than

urban areas. Since suburban residents may value education (as indicated by more

years of education) to a greater degree than urban residents, they may be more

willing to support the referendum as an impaäe resolutiom procedure in

education negotiations. A caveat must be entered here. The proces for

determining community type was self selection. This process may have produced

error due to the lack of specific categories.

Experience with other im procedures. An individual's experience with

the strike and with interest arbitration seems to contribute to acceptance of

the referendum, Those who have experienced a strike feel significantly different

concerning its effectiveneä than those who have not experienced one. While

significance was not established to support the hypothesis that those who

experienced a strike are more accepting of the referendum, a trend was

presented. Also, school board chairmen were significantly more accepting of the

referendum when they perceived their impase procedures as being inequitable

and in favor of the teachers.

The study also found that those individuals closest to the education or

negotiation scene were the best informed concerning the ranking of their
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district's average teacher salary (best informed to least informed: associaüon

presi.dents, superintendents, chairmen, local ofücials). This probably also holds

for every issue surrounding education and negotiations. This implies that

individuals react to issues of education and impasse on the basis of perception.

Any referendum campaign should, therefore, include the elements needed to

educate the public about the imues at hand.

In sum mation, the referendum procedure will be most readily accepted in a

Enancially independent school district in a non-restricted labor relations

environment, in a suburban community, where the teacher's average salary is

below the state average. Experience with the strike and perception of the

effectiveness of currently used impasse procedures as being poor may also lead

to the referendum's acceptance. The referendum would be best received in

states which provide for interest arbitration and/or the strike, or states which

are silent concerning impaäe resolution and where interest arbitration and/or

the strike com monly exist. Twenty—four states fit into this description. The

procedure may also be well received in localities where discontent is high

concerning currently used impasse procedures. In any case, it is clear that it

would be more readily welcomed in locations which have a history of collective

bargaining in education and the use of the strike and interest arbitration. The

general reception of the procedure was high by the parties interested in

education negotiations. Considering the demonstrated level of acceptance of the

procedure and its being preferable to other currently used procedures, the

referendum impaäe resolution procedure has potential value for the education

profeäion and certainly merits trial within the profeäion.
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Applications

Policy-makers and educators should consider the referendum impasse

procedure for education. The procedure's acceptance was demonstrated to be

generally greater than the strike or interest arbitration. The public will find the

procedure acceptable. However, the question of equity must be considered in

terms of the procedure and the voting public. The process must be fair to all

parties. The public must be educated to understand the process. Just as the

arbitration proceä is only as good as the arbitor, so the referendum process

will only be as good as the decision making capabilities of the voters.

Two areas relating to the acceptance of the referendum require additional

investigation and insight. The effect of labor relations environment should be

separated from financial dependency. This study found both factors to

contribute to acceptance of the procedure; however, the states which were

chosen to represent the two factors were the same states. This study also found

that in some areas, experience with other impaäe procedures related to

acceptance of the referendum. It is clear that the strike and interest

arbitration are not entirely liked. But, it is not clear if interest arbitration is

disliked entirely or if only part of the arbitration process is disliked. These

topics could receive greater concentration and additional clarity through

additional investigation.
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APPENDIX A

Section of Home Rule Charter,

City of Englewood, Colo. (1972)

137:8
RESOLUTION OF IM—PASSES—COM MISSION V
RECOM MENDATIONS—VOTER APPROVAL

If the appropriate City representatives and the reprmentatives of a
certified employee organization reach an impame, the matter shall. be mbmitted
to the Commision for fact-finding and mediation. The Commimion may at im
discretion appoint J employ one or more mediators or fact-finders to assist the
Commimion J the partim involved.

Within diirty (30) days after submimion to the Commimion for
fact-finding and mediation, the Commimion shall render im findings and
recommendatiors to both the City and to die affected Employee Representation
Unit.

Should either the City J the Employee Representation Unit decline to
accept the recommendation of the Commimion, or to otherwise agree, then
eitherJsaidpartiessha11witl1ir1tl1irty(30)daysnoti.fytl1e Councilofits
decision.

Within thirty (30) days after written notice to the Council. by either party
of its refusal to accept the recommendatiors of the Commimion, the Council
shall call a Special Municipal Election by Ordinance or Resolution, sibmitting
the recommendation of the Board to a vote of the qualified electors of the City
for their approval J disapproval. Furthermore, if requested to do so by the
appropriate employee unit, the City Council shall submit the proposal of the
employee unit at the same election. The City Council may, at its discretion,
submit im proposal at the same election.

The proposal receiving the highest number of votes, i.f approved by a
majority of the qualified electors voting thereon, shall be deemed approved.

Saidelectionshallbehe1dcorsistentwitl1thep:ovisiorsofArtic1eH,
Section 14, of this Charter. '

Experees J any Special Municipal Election called under this Section,
shall be borne by the City. All fees and expenses by the Board or its appointees
incurred hereunder, shall be shared equally by the City and the appropriate
Employee Representation Unit.

The City shall furnish meeting qaace and recording and tzanscribing services
when requested for such proceedings. (Amended 11-7-72.)
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APPENDIX B

Section of the Charter

City of San Francisco, CA (1976)

9.108
Initiative, Referendum, and Recall

(b) In the event the representative of the board of supervisors and the
representatives of recognized employee organizaüors do not reach an agreement
through the meet—and—confer procä on matters contained in the annual salary
standardizaüon crdinance by March 15 of any year, the board shall. adopt a
schedule of compersation which reflects current prevailing rata for the
claäificatiors covered by Section 8.401 of this Charter.

In any year when an agreement on matters contained in the salary
standardizaüon ordinance has not been achieved, the dvil service commission
shall prepare, prior to April. 1, a schedule of compensation and administrative
provisiors which reflect additional rates that would be payable, and working
conditiors, based upon the last demands made by the recognized employee
organization(s) which participated in the meet-and—confer proces.

Said schedule shall. be transmitted to the regislzar of voters for
submission to the electors of the city and county at a general election or a
qaecialelectioncalledforthe purpose, andsaids;>eda1electionshallbeheld
no less than sixty (60) days from the date of the call. No sich schedule shall be
withdrawn after it has been received by the registrar of voters. At said
elecdon, the ballot shall contain the following two alternatives:

(1) Aßoval of the schedule of compersation based upon the employee
organizatiors last demands.

(2) Disapproval of the schedule of compensation based upon the employee
organizations last demands.

If a majarity of the valid votä cast in the election favor paying the
additional rates set forth in the schedule of compersation based upon the last
demands of the recognized employee organizadons which engaged in the
meet—and-confer gxocss, it shall. be the duty of the board of sipervisors to
amend the salary standardization crdinance to rekflect said increased rates and
the same shall be in lieu of said annual compensation and, notwithstanding any
other provisiors of this charter to the contzary, said rates shall become
effective and be payable as if adopted prior to April 1, of any year.

The provisions of sections 3.100 and 3.100-1, relaüng to the emergency
powers of the mayor, shall not be applicable to the provisions of subsection (b)
of this section.
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APPENDIX C

Section of the Charter, City of Pueblo, Colo. (1977)

Section 8—14(k)
IMPASSE ELECTION

(1) The recommendatiors of the arbitxator shall be advisory only. The
corporate authorities and the sole and exclusive collective bargaining agent of
the classified employees in a bargaining unit shall simultaneously notify each
other whether or not it will accept and implement the recommendatiors of the
arbitrator within ten (10) days of receipt of the advisory arbitrator's
recommendaüom.

(2) (a) In the event both the corporate authorities and the sole and
exclusive collective bargaining agent for the claäified employees in a
bargaining unit are unwilling within twenty (20) days after receipt of the
adviscry arbitrator's recommendatiors to enter into a collective bargaining
agreement, the caporate authorities shall cause the final writxen proposal of
both the corporate authoritis and the bargaining agent made before the start
ofthe adviscryarbitxationhearingtobereferredtoavoteofttiequalified
electorsofthe Citycf Puebloatanelectiontobeheldnot1e$tt1antl1irty(30)
ncx: more than ninety (90) days from the date of the arbit::ator's
recommendatjors on the fi.nal written goposals submitted by the parties. If
either the corporate authoritzia or bargaining agent has accepted the
arbit1*ator's recommendatiors, then the arbit::ator's recommendations shall be
referredtoavoteofthe electorsinstead ofthefinalproposalofthe party
which has so accepted the arbitrator's recommendatjons with the notion that
such party has accepted the arbitrator's recommendatiors.

(2) (b) The ballot for any election conducted p.1rsuant to paragraph (a) of
this section shall, if both parti.6 are unwilling to accept the arbitrator's
recommendatjors, list the final written proposals of the sole and exclusive
collective bargaining agent for the claäified employees i.n the bargaining unit
and the fi.na1 proposal of the corporate authorit:i.6. The order of listing on the
ballotshallbedetermined bythe CivilService Commision bylotorbyaflipof
a coin. lf either party has timely accepted the arbit·xator's recommendations,
the ballot shall. contain the arbit::ator's recommendations instead of the Enal
written proposal. of each party, together with the fi.nal written proposal of the
other party, in which event the arbitxator's recommendatiors shall be listed
first on the ballot.

(2) (c) At any election conducted pursuant to this section, the proposal or
recommendation receiving the most votes shall. be enacted and implemented by
the corporate authorixties and the bargaining agent.
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(2) (d) Final written proposal shall mean the written proposal made latest
in time by a party, provided such pcoposal is made not less than ten (10) days
prior to the start of the advisory arbitration hearing.

Allfeesand expersesrelatedtoadvisoryfactfindirig willbeshared
equally by the City and the employee organization.

The recommendatiors of the fact finder shall be advisory only. Within
seven (7) days of die receipt of the recommendatiors of the fact finder, the
City and employee organizaüon shall meet and simultaneously, and in writing,
notify each other of their respective determination to accept or reject the
recommendatiors of the fact fi.nder.

If both @ties accept die recommendations, the fact finder's
recommendaüors along with all items voliintarily agreed to by the partia and
not submitted to the fact finder, shall become the collective bargaining
agreement. lf any party cr partiä reject the recommendations of the fact
finder, the City shall cause the recommendation of the fact fi.nder and the final
offeroftherejectingpartytobereferredtoavoteoftliepeopleataspecial
municipal election held at least forty—five (45) days prior to the setting and
certifying of the mill levey. The party or parties initially rejecting the
recommendatiors of the fact finder shall pay, or share as the case may be, the
cost of the special election. If a party has rejected the recommendatiors of the
fact finder and thereby causes a qaecial election, the other party may, within
three (3) calendar days,e1ectto haveiisfinaloffer also placed on theballot.
Nothing contained in this paragraph shall be corstrued to prevent the parties
from continuing to seek a voluntary solution pending the election.

The ballot for any election oonducted pursuantto this Section shalllist
die recommendatiors of the fact finder first. The determination, in an
appropriate circumstance, of whether the final offer of the bargaining agent or
the final offer of the City shall be listed second shall be made by the Election
Commission bylotorbyaflipofacoin.

At any election oonducted pursuant to this Section, voters shall be
permitted to vote in favor of adopting either the recommendatjors of the fact
finder, or whateva other final offers are on the ballot. That selection receiving
the most votes in any such election shall. be enacted and implemented by the
City and the bargaining agent.

The costof anyspecialelection oonducted pursuanttothis Sectionora
pro rata portion of the cost of any special or general election oonducted in part
pursuanttothisäctionshallbepaidbythepartyorpartiesrefxishngto
implement the recommendatiors of the fact finder as herein above described.
The Election Commission shall determine the cost involved in any special
election or any general election or the pro rata share of the cost of any special
orgeneralelection whichshallbepaidbyt.l1epartyorpartiesrefx1singto
implement the recommendation of the fact finder.
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APPENDIX D

Section of Home Rule Charter,

City of Aurora, Colo. (1978)

Section 15-9
IMPASSE RESOLUTION

In the event that the certi.fied employee organization and the City's duly
designated representative are unable within thirty (30) days from and including
the date of tiieir Erst meeting, to reach agreement on a contact, any and all.
unresolved issues subject to oollective bargaining shall. be aibmitted to advisory
fact Ending.

Within five (5) days from and after the expiration of the time period
referred to above, the employee organization or the City's representative shall
inform the American Arbitation Aäociation, or its succemor organization, that
advisory fact Ending is desired. Within ten (10) days thereafter, the appropriate
arbitation asociation shall submit simultaneously to each party an identical list
of seven (7) names of those to act in the capacity of an advisory fact Ender.
Each party shall then a1ternatel.y strike one (1) name from the list until one (1)
individual is selected. Upon completion of the selection proc&, the advisory
fact finder shall. at the earlißt opportunity not to exceed twenty (20) days,
start hearings between the partia. A subsequent period of twenty (20) days
shall be allowed for the conduct of such hearing and the parties shall have E.ve
(5) days to submit briefs after die conclusion of the hearing. The advisory fact
Ender shall. be given a period of up to fifteen (15) days in which to render his
written Endings, conclusiom and recommendations.

The advisory fact Ender shall make writen Endings, conclusions and
recommendatiors. The fact Ender may use any criteria or factors generally
accepted in arriving at his Endings, conclusions and recom mendatiorrs.

The advisory fact finder shall corrsider the Enal offer of the City as a
whole, the Enal offer of the employee organization as a whole, and/or the
separate isues contained therein on an individual basis. The fact Ender may
recommend the final offer of the City or the final offer of the employee
organization cx: any combination thereof, or any intermediate position which he
deems appropriate. The advisory fact Ender shall state his reasors for his
recommendatiors.
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APPENDIX E

Section of the Chapter

City and County of Denver, Colorado (1979)

C5.80—5
Unresolved Imues Submiizted to Ad§y' Fact·Finding

If an impame oocurs after thirty (30) days have elapsed, from and
including the date of the fi.rst meeting between representatives of the sole and
excl.usi.ve agent d die fire fighters and of the corporate authorities for
collective bargaining, any and all unresolved imues shall be submitted to
advisory fact·-finding. Submimion of unresolved imues to advisory fact—finding
shall not prohibit the parties from continui.ng to bargain in good faith. Any or
all. such unresolved issues may be agreed to by the partim at any time before
the City Council orders publication, pursuant to section Bl.9—2 of this charter,
of a bill for an cxdinance submitting imues remaining unresolved at an election,
pursuantto section C5.80—8 of this charter. lf the partim agree upon any or all
imues before receiving the recommendations of the advisory fact—finder, the
recommendatiors on such issue cr imues shall have no effect. lf the parties
agree upon any or all imues before the fact—ünder makm recommendations, the
fact-finder shall make no recommendatiors on S1Ch imue or imues. lf, after
receiving the recommendatiors of the fact-finder, the parties agree upon any or
all issum, before the City Council. mders plblication of a bill for an cxdinance
submitting unrmolved imues at an election, the imue or issues agreed upon shall
not be submiiiced at said election.

C5.80—6
Selection of Ad' Fact—Finder

Within three (3) days after the expi.ration of the thi.rty—day time period
referred to in section C5.80 hereof, the sole and exclusive agent of the fire
fighters cr the corporate authoriiim shall inform die American Arbitration
Amociation tx im suoc&or organization or a similar organization agreed upon
by both partim, that an advisory fact-finder is required. Within ten (10) days
thereafter, said amociation cr organization shall. submit simultaneously to each
party an identical list of five (5) persons. Within seven (7) days from the mailing
date of the list each party shall crom off two (2) names from the list and shall
number the remaining names indicating the order of im geference and return
the list to said amociation or organization. If a party does not return tiie list
within the time specified, all persons named therein shall be deemed
acceptable. Within ten (10) days after the time the list must be retiirned by the
parties, said amociation or organization shall do the following:

(1)From among tiie persons who have been approved on both lism, it shall
appoint one (1) advisory fact-Ender to serve.
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(2)lEt shall notify the parti.es of such appointment.
The advisory äct-Ender shall sit for this fact-finding only unless the

partim mutually agree to a continuance for another fact-finding or
fact-findings.

Two-thirds of the cost of advisory fact—finding shall be home by the
employer, and one—third of sich oost shall be home by the sole and exclusive
agent of the fire fighters.

C5.80—7
Lwüeqs

(a) The advisory fact—finda‘ shall call a hearing to be held within
twenty—one (21) days after the date of his appointment and shall. give not la
than ten (10) days notice in writing to the sole and exclusive agent of the fire
fighters and the caporate authorities of the time and place of such hearing.
The hearing shall. he informal, and the rulm of evidence prevailing
inproceedingsshall not be binding. Any and all documentary evidence and other
data deemed relevant by the advisory fact—-finder shall be received in evidence.
The advisory fact-finder shall have the power to administer oaths and to require
by subpoena the atiendance and tmtimony of witnäes and the production of
books, records and other evidence relating to or pertinent to the issues
presented to him for determination.

‘

(b) The hearings conducted by the advisory fact—finder shall. be ooncluded
within fourteen (14) days from the ti.me of commencement. Within five (5) days
following the conclusion of the hearinqs, the partilm may, if they deem
necessary, and have so notified the advisory fact—finder at the conclusion of. the
hearings, submit written hriefs to the advisory fact-änder. Within ten (10) days
after receipt of such briefs, or within ten (10) days after the conclusion of the
hearings if no post—hearing briefs are filed the advisory fact—finder shall make
written findings and a written opinion and decision on the isues prmented, a
copy of which shall. he mailed or otherwise delivered to the sole and exclusive
agent of the üre fighters and im designated representatives and the oorporate
authoriiies. Said written findings, opiniors and decision, and recommendations
shall he reached and discumed in accordance with the provisions of
sub—paragraph (c) of this section C5.80-7.

(c) The advisory fact-Ender shall conduct the hearings and render his
decision upon the basis of a prompt, peaceful, and jist settlement of all
unresolved imues between the sole and exclusive agent of the fire fighters and
the corporate authorities. The factors to be gi.ven weight hy the advisory
fact—finder in arriving at a decision shall include:

1: Comparison of wage rates, hours, terms and conditiors of employment
of the fi.re fighters, with wage rates, hours, terms, and conditions of
employment of fire departmenm in comparable cities and towns in the United
States.

2: Interest and welfare of the public and the financial ability of the City
to finance the cost items gxoposed by each party.
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C5.80—8
ÜT1I.'§O].V€Ö. @16 Submitted at Election

Upon die requ6t of the empl.oyer cf the sole and exclusive agent of the
Ere üghters, after publication cf die advisory fact-fi.nder's report, and after
the employer and the sole and exclusive agent of the Ere fighters have had five
(5) days to further negotiate the disputed lällä, the fi.nal üers of the'
employer and of the sole and exclusive agent of the fire fighters on the i6u6
remaining \.1l'1I'€SO].VSÖ shall each be submitted as alternative single measur6 to a
vote of the qualiüed electors cf the City and County d Denver at a special
election. The special election shall be held no later than August 31. The
qualiiäed electors shall select either the final offer of the employer or the final
offer of due sole ard exclusive agent of the fire fighters, as QQSGITCSÖ to the
advisory fact-finder. @16 agreed to during the five-day period shall not be
included in the fi.nal offer of the employer, or cf the sole and exclusive agent

‘

of the fire fighters. The cost of such q>ecial election shall be borne by either
the employer cr the sole and a·<cl.usive agent of the fire fighters, whi.chever
refus6 to accept the recommendaüors cf the advisory fact-finder. If both
refuse, the costs shall be borne equally by the empl.oyer and the sole and
exclusive agent of the fi.re fighters.
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APPENDIX F

Publication Information Survey

District State

Number

l. Number of clasroom teachers in the district (FTE)?

2. District's average teacher salary (l98l—82)?

3. ADM for the district?

4. Financial dependence statms of the district?

5. If the disbrict is financially dependent, what proportion of the city's/county's
budget goes for public schools?

6. What percentage of the total budget is local money?

7. What percentage of the total budget is state money?

8. What is the total budget for clasroom teacher's salaris?

9. District's teacher starting salary , distr1ict's highät teacher
salary__l_?

l0. The state's average teacher salary?
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APPENDIX G

CLASSIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Number

l. Are die majority of the teachers in your distxict affiliated with:

National Education Asociation

American Federation of Teachers

Other unions (specify)

No union

2. If your district's teachers have an asociation or union, what percentage of
your teachers are association cx' union members?

3. How would you classify your distxict?

i____City

Suburban

Rural

4. What would you estimate the percentage to be of school age children in
your distzict attending private schools?

(approximately)

5. Has there been a local property tax rate increase in the last two years?

No Yä

6. Please indicate the name and school addres of your local union president
so that he may be included ih the study.
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APPENDIX H

COLLEGE OF Bus1NEss
m*'2 @Y;N“ _

ä
" vg; VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

Blackrlmrg, Vxrgrma 24061

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT 170;) 9614:353

Dear Association President/Public Official/School Board Chairman/
Superintendent:

A lingering problem remains in public education's employee relations:
"How to find agreement on unresolved issues (impasse) in negotiations
between teachers and school boards?" This problem should be of interest
to all citizens since it may have direct bearing on the quality of educa-
tion and taxation.

Several procedures have been developed nationally to resolve impasse
e

(unresolved issues) in negotiations. However, more information is
needed to assess the value and preference of various impasse resolution
procedures.

You are one of a small number of individuals selected at random from all
school districts within your state. You have the opportunity to have your
opinions heard and recorded in this interstate study. Your response to
the following questions is necessary to insure the validity and usefulness
of this study.

Your name will not be disclosed and confidentiality will be covenant.
Once the questionnaires have been returned, respondents are identified
only by a number for statistical purposes and to locate and follow up '
on non—respondents.

School boards, teachers, teacher unions, and state legislatures are
continuing to examine various impasse resolution procedures. The results
of this study will become public, and may be used to influence future
decision making.

If you have any questions, please call or write. The telephone number
is: (804) 442-6160.

Please take a few minutes and complete this important questionnaire.

Sincerely, I

David M. Gangel
Project Director

Encl.

cc: Dr. J.F. Robinson ·



REl·‘ERE.M·UM IMPASSE RSSOLUTIOH STUDY

GENERAL QUESTICNNAIRE

Please nark an X on the blank that best answers each
question.

Tend to Tend to
Disagree dissgree agree Agree

l. The teschers in this district are paid average
or above average salaries. (Compared to most
school districts within the state.)

2. Teachers in this district enjoy s relatively
high standard of living conpared to the
cocuunity as a whole.

3. This district currently has sufficient fiscal
ability to provide more money for teachers'
salaries.

A. This district has had little public interest
io the approval of the school budget.

5. This district has a relatively nute tax
I

psyers' organization.

6. This district has a history of supporting
school bond issues.

7. The teschers in this district have a close
personal bond with the conmnity ss s whole.

B. Teachers are politically active in this
community.

9. Political caodidstes in this district try to
gain support of this di¤trict's teacher
association/union.

10. This district is generally pro union.

ll. This district's teacher association/union
has a close working relationship with other
unioos.

12. How would you classify the negotiation process in this school district?

No negotiations Heet—e¤d-confer Bargaining Don’t know

I3. The present impasse procedure used in this district: —

favors the school board is equitable fsvors teacher: (not spplicsble )

lb. During the past four years when s contract or agreement has not been reached between

the school board and the teachers, has this district used mediation ( a third party

which works with both sides to facilitate agreement)?

So Yes Don': know

15. Mediation is effective at resolving inpssses in the education profession.

Uiaagree Tend to dissgree Tend to agree Agree

I6. During the past four years when a contract or agreement has not been reached between

the school board ana the teschers, has this district used fact-finding ( a third
party objectively deterninea the negotiation position of both sides, and issues a

public report of the iindings of the facts)?

No Yes Dcn't know

l?. Fact-finding is effective at resolving izpssses in the education profession.

Disagree Tend ta disagree Tend to agree Agree



L8. During the past four years when a contract or agreement has not been reached
between the school board and the teachers, has this district used interest
arbitration (a neutral third party which acts es e judge and awards a decision
to the parties at inpasse)?No Yes Don': know

19. Interest arbitration is effective at resolving contract negotiatiods impasses in
public education.

Disagree Tend to diaagree Tend to agree Agree ·

20. Since you have been employed in the district, wher. a contract or agreement has not
been reached between the school board and the teachers, have the teachers of thisdistrict used the strike? ”
No Yes Don': know

21. The strike is effective at resolving inpasaes in the education profession.

Disagree Tend to disagree Tecd to agree Agree

22. Teachers should have access to the strike as a means of impasse resolution.
Disagree Tend to dissgree Tend to agree Agree

REFERENDCM XMPASSE PROCEDURE QUESTIONNAIRE

Ehe following section of the queationnaire
deals with the topic of the Referendum Iupasse
Procedure. Please read the following passages

· csrefully.

The Referendum Impasse Procedure is a new alternative impasee resolution procedure

for master contract negotiations. lmpasae being the inability of a school board and the

teachers/union to reach agreenent on a contract, the Referendum Impasse Procedure provides

a process by which the public may vote to determine which part7's (board, teachers/union,

or the fact•finder's reconmendationa) position will become the contract or memorandum

of understanding.

The Referendum Impasse Procedure was first adopted in the city of Englewnod, Colorado,

in 1972. Since that time four additional cities (San Francisco, California; Pueblo,

Colorado; Aurora, Colorado; and Denver, Colorado) have adcpted the Referendum Intasse

Procedure. Each city has a slightly different procedure. However, all are designed to

allow the public a vote on the unresolved issues between public employers and public

employee: (union).

The following is a General Referendum Znpasse
Resolution Rodel with each step iefined to illustrate
the use of the procedure. Please read each steo care-
fully.

GENERAL REPEHENDUX IMPASSE RESOLUTZCN MODEL
Step 1. Agzce tlvzt Lnpcaac eulsts heaven local eckoal board ch: teachers/urlcer «regc.td·

ing contzdct oa mcauanndum of underatandihg.

Step 2. Attcmpl to nee mediation to rtoolve Lncosac.

S-cap 3. I; neduacn L6 ar.xuc:u..s{al and oncmaae pvulpsts, cke 2e5c,:am:'um lmmoseEusiutlhn Proczdorc es lnLt£.:,t:..d.
Stzo 4. A {cl;t—§£.nd«;r La utlilzed to <·,>.;ahlL,·h are Leo: heat offer §c.r the unrualved

CSAMZJ cj the Achcol hoand and tkc ZLACTZZA/uAÄJh•



Ste 5. www thtrtu dnu.: n5t:.·u dze {net-5Lnd¤vr nvcivu, die 5act-5Lnder nnhee hi.:
5uudLng.4 und 4recormuezu¤a„:Lcn.a pubttc.

Step 6. I5 Lm.•a..~..se pen4L.ut..u, an Ad Hoc comnittee L.: §0nmed, two memben.4 die ehc.4en bp
die Achool bomd, too ·nember.s nee cnonen bg the teccher.6/uuuion, and the 5L5tn
membvi L4 ehcnen bg the 5L·u..—t 5ou.r membeu.

Step 7. The Ad Hoc comnittee L4 chnnged with the nuoomibttitq 05 develcpbrg the
lnngunge to Lnccncchnte the .1e.:uLt.s o5 due 5nct-5Lrder concerning the uunneeolved
Luue.6 on o. bcilct. Three choicu cue pcceüale on dze bcilot; due ACÜCEÄ bomd'.:
poultion, teccher'4 poultion, and 5nct·5Lndv.r'4 eecomuudatioru (L5 dL55orent
5ecn due 50:.4: two). 4

Ste I. The Ad Hoc Ccrmuttee ALLÖTH-(x.d die bnllct to the local election bocrd to be includedP . , .cn the batlot o5 the next ae1:e.ra.t election.

Step 9. Cnnupcign.6 5o.r the ne5e=endnm mag atvut no aoonen thnn aixt; dzuja be5o.re dze
eleetion.

Step I0. The odntie.: nt Luu·upa..s4e 4 ne tinte 0. 4eü.lemen.t up tc 5i teen dnu.s be5cne the
ele tin

my gc ”
c n.

Ste H. The poeition neceivbz the moet vote.: 4:6 declnned the uulvvuee and beeome.4 theP 9 , 4 , .contract cn memomndwn o5 unden.:tnnd.ing p:0vL.:4.0n. .

Step 12. The ne.4u.lt.: 05 due election one nethocctive to the expinntion date o5 due cld
contract.

°—

Step 13. The expen.6e4 o5 the Ad Hoc cmmulxee and the cont 05 the 5nct-5bvden ahe paid
by the pc.rt4(.:l nct accepténg the neccmendctinna 05 the 5act-5Lnde/u.

IZFIRZNDUM QUESTIGNS

_' This section deals with the General
Referendum Impesse Resolution Model. Please
mark en X on the blank that best answers each
question.

Tend to Tend to
Diseeree disagree agree Agree

23. A Referendum Inpasse Procedure should be used
in public education.

23. A Referendum Inpaase Procedure is preferable
to the strike for use in public education.

25. A Referendum lmpasse Procedure is preferable
to interest arbitration in public education.

26. A Referendum Impesse Procedure is preferable
to no impasse resolution procedure.

27. A Referendum Zmpasse Procedure should be
ueed in this district.

28. A Referendum Impasse Procedure should he
used in this district in place of the _
strike.

29. A Referendum Inpasse Procedure should be
ueed in this district in place of interest ' V

erbittation.
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APPENDIX I

SPSS Analytical Program

CROSSTABS VARIABLES=Q23(1,2)GROUPS(6,9)/
TABLES=Q23 BY GROUPS

S‘IA'I'IS'IICS ALL
CROSSTABS VARIABLES=Q24 TO Q29(l,2)GROUPS(6,9)/

TABLES=Q24 TO Q29 BY GROUPS
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (STATE EQ 2)
CROSSTABS VARIABLES=Q23 TO Q29(l,2)GROUPS(6,9)/

TABLES=Q23 TO Q29 BY GROUPS
STATISTICS ALL ·
*SELECT IE' (STATE EQ 4)
CROSSTABS VARIABLES=Q23 TO Q29(1,2)G ROUPS(6,9)/

TABLES=Q23 TO Q29 BY GROUPS
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (STATE EQ 3)
CROSSTABS VARIABLES=Q23 TO Q29(l,2)GROUPS(6,9)/

TABLES=Q23 TO Q29 BY GROUPS
STATISTICS ALL
*SELECT IF (STATE EQ 1)
CROSSTABS VARIABLES=Q23 TO Q29(1,2)G ROUPS(6,9)/

TABLES=Q23 TO Q29 BY GROUPS
STATISTICS · ALL
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH DISALARY
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WIIH Q1
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WIIH Q2
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WIIH Q3
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q4
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q5
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WIIH Q6
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WIIH Q7
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WIIH Q8
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q9
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WIIH Q10
OPTIONS 2,6
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PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q11
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WI'I‘H Q12
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Ql3
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Ql4
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Ql5
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q16
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Ql7
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WI'I‘H Q18
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WI'I‘H Q19
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q20
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WI'I‘H Q21
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q22
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q24
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q25
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WI'TH Q26
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q28
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q23 WITH Q29
OPTIONS 2,6
CROSSTABS VARIABLES=Q23(1,2)STATE(l,4)/

TABLES=Q23 BY STATE
STATISTICS ALL
ONEWAY Q23 BY STATE(l,4)/

RANGES=TUKEY/
OPTIONS 6
STATISTICS 1,3
CROSSTABS VARIABLES=Q23(1,2)F]1~1DEPEN(l,2)/

TABLES=Q23 BY FINDEPEN
STATISTICS ALL
T-TEST GROUPS=FINDEPEN/VARIABLES=Q23
*IF (SASALSRY GT DISALARY)PAY=1
*IF (DISALARY GT SASALARY)PAY=2
T-TEST GROUPS=PAY/VARIABLES=Q27
*IF (SASALARY GT DISALARY)PAY=1
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*IF (DISALARY GT SASALARY)PAY=2
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 6)
T—TEST GROUPS=PAY/VARIABLES=Q27
*IE‘ (SASALARY GT DISALARY)PAY=l
*IF (DISALARY GT SASALARY)PAY=2
*SELECT E (GROUPS EQ 7)
T—TEST GROUPS=PAY/VARIABLES=Q27
*IF (SASALARY GT DISALARY)PAY=l
*IF (DISALARY GT SASALARY)PAY=2
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 8)
T-TEST GROUPS=PAY/VARIABLES=Q27
*IF (SASALARY GT DISALARY)PAY=l
*IF (DISALARY GT SASALARY)PAY=2
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 9)
T—TEST GROUPS=PAY/VARIABLES=Q27
T—TEST GROUPS=TAXRAISE/VARIABLES=Q27
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 6)
T—TEST GROUPS=TAXRAISE/VARIABLES=Q27
*SELECT

IE‘
(GROUPS EQ 7)

T—TEST GROUPS=TAXRAISE/VARIABLES=Q27
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 8)
T-TEST GROUPS=TAXRAISE/VARIABLES=Q27
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 9)
T-TEST GROUPS=TAXRAISE/VARIABLES=Q27
ONEWAY Q23 BY TYPEDIVI(1,3)/

RANGES=TUKEY/
OPTIONS 6
STA'I'IS'I‘ICS 1,3
*RECODE TYPEASS(2 THRU 4 = 2)
T—TEST GROUPS=TYPEASS/VARIABLES=Q27
PEARSON CORR Q27 WITH ADM
OPTIONS 2,6
*IF (ADM LE 1000)A=1
*IF (ADM GT 1000 AND ADM LE 3000)A=2
*IF (ADM GT 3000)A=3
ONEWAY Q27 BY A(1,3)/

RANGES=TUKEY/
OPTIONS 6
STATISTICS 1,3
PEARSON CORR Q27 WI'I‘H PERCENTL
OPTIONS 2,6
PEARSON CORR Q27 WITH PERCENTA
OPTIONS 2,6
*RECODE Ql8(3=0)
T—TEST GROUPS=Ql8/VARIABLES=Ql9
*RECODE Q18(3=0)
T-TEST GROUPS=Ql8/VARIABLES=Q25
*RECODE Q20(3=O)
T—TEST GROUPS=Q20/VARIABLES=Q21
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*RECODE Q20(3=0)
T-TEST GROUPS=Q20/VARIABLES=Q24
*RECODE Q1(l,2=1)(3,4=2)
VALUE LABELS Ql(l)DISAGREE(2)AGREE

*IF (Q1 EQ 1 AND SASALARY GT DISALARY)KNOWLEDG=2
*IF (Ql EQ 1 AND DIBALARY GT SASALARY)KNOWLEDG=l

*IF (Ql EQ 2 AND DISALARY GT SASALARY)KNOWLEDG=2

*1F (Ql EQ 2 AND SASALARY GT DISALARY)KNO WLEDG=1

VALUE LABELS KNO WLEDG(l)WRONG(2)CORRECT
CROSSTABS VARIABLES=KNOWLEDG(1,2)GROUPS(6,9)/

TABLES=KNOWLEDG BY GROUPS

STA'I'ISTICS ALL
*RECODE Ql(l,2=l)(3,4=2)
VALUE LABELS Ql(1)DISAGREE(2)AG”REE
*IF (Ql EQ 1 AND SASALARY GT D1'SALARY)KNO WLEDG=2

*IF (Q1 EQ 1 AND DISALARY GT SASALARY)KNOWLEDG=l

*1F (Ql EQ 2 AND DISALARY GT SASALARY)KNOWLEDG=2

*IF (Ql EQ 2 AND SASALARY GT DISALARY)KNOWLEDG=l

VALUE LABELS KNOWLEDG(l)WRONG(2)CORRECT
ONEWAY KNOWLEDG BY GROUPS(6,9)/

RANGES=TUKEY/
OPTIONS 6
STATISTICS 1,3
*SELECT 1F (GROUPS EQ 8)

PEARSON CORR Q27 WITH PRIVATES
OPTIONS 2,6

*RECODE Q13(4=0)(2,3=2)
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 8)
T-TEST GROUPS=Ql3/VARIABLES=Q23
*RECODE Ql3(4=0)(l,2=1)(3=2)
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 6)

T-TEST GROUPS=Ql3/VARIABLES=Q23

*RECODE GROUPS(7=l)(8=2)
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ 1 OR 2)

T-TEST GROUPS=GROUPS/VARIABLES=Q25

*RECODE GROUPS(7=l)(8=2)
*SELECT IF (GROUPS EQ l OR 2)
T-TEST GROUPS=GROUPS/VARlABLES=Q24
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The purpose of this dissertation was to determine the degree of acceptance

of the referendum impaäe resolution procedure in education and to determine

under what conditions such a procedure would be most readily accepted.

A survey research design was used. Teacher negotiation statutes of the

fifty states were categorized into four strata. One representative state from

each strata was selected (Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia),

Specific populations were assigned representation of the major interest groups

in teacher negotiations (school board chairmen, local association presidents,

local superintendents, and local elected oücials) and were sampled within the

selected states.

lt was concluded from the principal findings that the degree of acceptance

of the referendum procedure was generally greater than the acceptance of

interest arbitration, the strike, or the absence of an impasse resolution



procedure. The conditions which contributed to the acceptance of the procedure

included: the district's labor relations environment; the district's financial

dependency; the district's average teacher salary; the district's community type;

and experience with, and the perceptions of, other impasse resolution

procedures used in the district.

The study provided several implications for the education profesion. The

referendum impasse resolution procedure is a potentjally viable alternative

impasse procedure for education negotiation impasse. The referendum procedure

is most likely to be accepted in states or localities where interest arbitration

and/or the strike are com monly used.




